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Brief special session slated
after organizational meeting
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky AP i
It
will apparently be two for the
money later this week for Kentucky legislators
The lawmakers will adjourn
thew first ever organizational session and immediately go into a
brief special session.
Those moV'es were agreed to
Tuesday to clarify the situation
that developed when
errors were _found in proposed

somputing

Thomas Duncan and Shamus Wilford, both of Dexter, read to pus the time
LEARNING TOGETHER
before their fellow schoolmates arrive in the Head Start classroom at Murray State.

changes in the state's personal income tax system after Goi. John
Y Brown Jr had already called a
'special session to consider the
Brown said Tuesday he will
his call for the special scission to have it coincide later this.
week with the final day of the
legislature's Organizational session
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The organizational session, the
- first held under a 1979 constitutional change,got underway Tuesdayawith brief general sessions in
both houses and the election of
party leadership - for the 1984
regular session
The Senate Met /or a 30 minutes
today,
routinely chose leaders and
By JOHN SALERNO
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Parent participation important
to Head Start school program

Michigan team selects
Hopkins in eighth round

partly cloudy

today's index

Murray program included
in-book about Head Start

classes have included instruction
on getting a General Education
Diploma, or G E D.,driver education and managing personal

.

Exclusive Murray sections include &Jotter from parent James Gibson to appear on the front cover. The letter — in Gibson's own handwriting — won him the Kentucky Head Start Parent Of The Year in
1982. A photo taken at the center will also be in the book.
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awareness

McConnell heads child abuse program
Øy RUTH ANN COMBS
StaffWriter
With the ever-increasing
reports of missing and exploited
children each year. Jefferson
County Judge-Executive Mitch
McConnell is proud to say that
Kentucky has the "best program
In the country and is considered
the model for the nation" for its efforts and success in forming a program to combat this problem
According to McConnell, chairman of the newly-formed Kentucky Task Force on Missing and
Exploited Children, 1,500,000
children run sway from home
each year and an additional 50,000
are forcible abducted. McConnell
added that until the task force was
formed, cases involving missing
children were not considered very
important by law enforcement
&genetic.
The Kentucky task force has
held, and will be holding, hearings
in various Kentucky cities to raise
public awareness of the problem
of missing and exploited children.

Members of the force hope to gain
support and involvement of
parents and to encourage participation of local law enforcement agencies
McConnell stresses to the law
enforcement agencies to "treat
mining children cases as important, and, if the child has not been
Located within 24 to 48 hours, to
feed data into the National Crime
Information Center computer and
to "presume something harmiul
has happen to that child." According to McConnell. 85 percent
of all sexually exploited children
are missing, however, that not all
missing children are exploited.
McConnell began his campaign
to emphasize the importance of
these cases in 1979 in Jefferson
County with the formation of the
Exploited Child UAW He
describes this unit sis.11 iunique
creature" because WISP it is the
first program that alined for
police officers to west together
with social wasters to solve missing child comm.__

Since the formation of this unit,
McConnell says there have been
24 major arrests and hundreds of
children have been freed from
"sick adults who use them for prostitution and pornography."
This Kentucky program, which
was called upon for consultation in
last year's Atlanta child murders,
has been the subject of national
symposiums on child tragedies.
Out of these sympostiuns came
the decision to form the National
Child's Tragedy Coalition.
This union, co-chaired by McConnell alai Paula 1111WILinit of
Florida. wiss the key factor in the
passage of the national Missing
Children's Act passed in 1982. The
coalition also made possible the
use of the Nation Crime Information Center computer for child
abuse cases.
The father of three daughters,
McConnell takes pride in the fact
that Kentucky was "first to
organise a state-wide pressrun to
save children from sick adults."

DISCUSSING PROGRAM — Jefferson County Judge-Executive Mitch McConnell discusses the newlyformed Kentucky Task Force on Moine and Exploited Children, which he is chairman. with Ledger & Times
staff'Titer Ruth Ann Combs. A native of Grand Rivers.Conthe came to the Ledger from the Metropolis (Ill.)
Planet and replaces Grog Travis, who was named editor of the Marshall County Messenger.
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FLOATING EXHIBIT
The Valley Adventure, TVA's colorful
floating exhibit, will travel the Tennessee, Cumberland, Ohio, and
Mississippi River from April to October in commemoration of the
Agency's 50th Anniversary in 1963 The exhibits featured on the two

reconditioned barges tell of the 60-year partnership between TVA
and the people of the Tennessee Valley. The exhibit hosted more than
1 1 million visitors during the 11112 Workl's Fair in Knoxville,Tenn.

TVA observes golden anniversary

- Floating exhibit to visit 23 communities
The Valley Adventure, a colorful floating
exhibit which -hosted more than 1 t'million
durink the 1982 World's Fair. will
travel to 23 communities in the Tennessee
Valley during 1983 to celebrate TVA's 50th Anniversary
•
Ttw exhibit features a variety of unique and
animated displays which tell of the 50-year
working partnership between TVA . and the
people to bring a better way of life to the Ten-nessee Valley.
From its ilkpril20 opening in Knoxville. the
festive flotilla will travel the length of the.
Tennessee River' to Paducah. Ky.. up the
(*undyed:in(' River to Nashville. then down
the Ohio River and Mississippi Rivers to its
final stop in Memphis in Oct
The Valley Adventure will be open free of
charge from four to six days at each 'stop
Local activities , and commemorative
festivities will coincide with its visit.'
''Our exhibit tells both what TVA is today
and the programs undertaken with the
region's .citizens since 1933 to reclaim the
land, tame the river, and restore the Valley's
economic vitality." said TVA i;eneral
Manager Bill Willis_
The exhibit rests on two reconstructed
barges, sithah once hauled construction
equipment. named The Morgan- and The
Lilienthal" iu honor of TVA's first Board of
Directors Chairman Arthur E Morgan and
Directors Harcourt A Morgan and David E
alienthal A TVA towboat will tow the display
barges and a utility barge to and from mooring sites at Valley conununities along the
rivers
Life DI the Tennessee Valley a half century
ago is recreated on the exhibit Audio
messages' and life-size photographs of
Depression-era residents tell of the tough living 'conditions of thcearly 1930s as an old floor

radio broadcasts Presoient
ranklin• I)
Roosevelt's message of hope to a despondent
nation
From walking through a group of life-sue
ulptures of the'Depiesifoit-e.unemployedln
line for jobs at TVA's first construction project. to realizing that photovoltaic cells atop
the-fleeting exhibit are generating part of the
exhibit's electricity directly from sunlight.
visitors get the feel of the past and present
challenges facing TVA
Visitors will be challenged by a computer
game that requires them to make quick decisions on meeting daily power dentandi from
hydroelectric, coal, nucJear and gas turbine
sources. The computer gene compares the
cost of electricity produCed by the game
player with the actual cost of the TVA power
system..
The Adventure- Theater, a 100-seat, onboard theater. presents a forum for an exciting variety of entertaining and informative
programs ranging from dogging demonstrations to home insulation workshops. Local
entertainers will be featured along with Captain Nat Phillips, a Mark Twain-type
storyteller, who entertains audiences with
animated stories about early life in the
Valley
Local presenters and entertainers are Invited to perform at the theater, Additional
community activities may be staged adjacent
to the barge exhibit.
Other exhibits on the barge include a conservation house filled, with many Lake-home
energy saving ideas and a riverboat pilot
house where visitors may imagine steering a
huge river barge tow down the Tennessee
River. Visitors may also navigate miniature
boats through a 20-foot flume, complete with
working locks, dams,and turbines.
The exhibit showcasesi variety of TVA pro-

grams such as soil conservation, flood control-navigation, recreation. solar and nuclear
energy, forestry, wildlife, and many others to
illustrate the ongoing accomplishments of
TVA and the people in regional resource
development.
TVA retirees and their spouses and other
volunteers will bi on board to answer visitor
questions. The following is the schedule for the river
trip;.
April .20-24 Knoxville, Tenn., Bicentennial _
Park; April 28-May 2 Kingston, Tenn., Waterfront Park.: May 5-8 Watts Bar Dam, Tenn.:
Watts Bar Dam Recreation Area; May 11-15
Dayton. Tenn.. Dayton Boat Dock: May 18-25
Chattanooga, Tenn.. .Chickamauga Dam
Recreation Area; May 211-31 NickajachDam,
Tenn.. Shellmound Recreation Area: June 3-7
Scottsboro. Ala.. Goose Pond Recreation
Area.
June 10-14 Guntersville. Ala., Guntersville
Kiwanis Public Fishing Pier: June 17421 Hufit-.
will.. Ala.. Ditto Landing Marina; June 24-28
Shoals Area. Ala.. Wilson Dam Boat Ramp
(South Side July 1-5 Decatur, Ala.. Point
Mallard Park: July 20-24 J. P. Coleman State
Park, Miss., State Park: July 27-Aug. 1
Pickwick State Park. Tenn.,State Park: Aug.
4-7 Perryville, Tenn., Beechbend Public Use
Area: Aug. 10-14 New Johnsonville. Tenn.,
Trotter's Landing; Aug. 17-21 Panalanding
State Park. Tenn.. Fishing Pier
Aug. 24-28 Grand Rivers, Ky., Waterfront
Park; Aug: 31-Sept. '5, 'Clarksville,. Tenn..
Fairgrounds; Sept..8-11 Ashland City, Tenn.:
Sept. 14-18 Nashville, Tenn.. Osbourne Hessey
Waterfront: Sept. 22-26 Paducah. Ky..
_Paducah Landing: Sept. 30-Oct. 4 Hickman,
Ky., Hickman Harbor: Oct. 12-23 Memphis,
Tenn.. Mud Island:

Coniiiseesi From Pegg Ii
Besides parent involvement,
Whitten said there are three other
components designed to enhance
the development of the "total
child "They are:
• Education - While -the initial
emphasis in a private preschool
may be on cognitive skills. Whitten said Head Start personnel first
help the child with socialization.
Once accomplished the child then
is instructed on words, colors,
numbers. etc. In addition to the
teachers in the classrooms, there
are five who conduct home visits
to work with the child and parents
individually
• Health -- Head Start pays for the
child to have a complete physical
exam before entering the program. Other medical services include speech, hearing and 1/1.33011
screenings, immunizations, nutritional assessments, dental screenings, etc. Although the program
cannot pay large medical expenses. Whitten said. it contacts
private organizations.-'such as
the Limn Club - which, have
special funds to donate for
Medical care.
• Social Services - The director
said the program provides a "link
up" with local and state* agencies

Transportation is also provided.
as one of two 22-passenger buses
picks up Murray children and
three station wagons are sent out
to pick up kids from Calloway and
Marshall counties
To be eligible for Head Start, a
child must be three-years-old by
Oct 1 of that school year Preregistration is in April for classes
beginning in August, but Whitten
said applications are accepted on
an on-going basis.
Because of the federal govern_client, local supporters and a
dedicated staff of trained personnel and volunteers there are many
children and teenagers from this
area benefiting from their experiences of early childhood. And
because of those same people,
residents of this area, regardless
of their income, can be confident
their children are able to get a
"head start "

Hopkins

•••

6..autineed From Page II
against Morehead State. Hopkins
blocked seven kicks during his
Racer career and was one of the
leading Ohio Valley Conference
kick returners in both punting and
"-UMW catagones.
_
assistance for essentials such as
He averaged 9.7 yards in punt
food and energy. §he added that returns and was among the top
Head Start plays an active role in kickoff returners in the nation's
Division 1-AA with. a 22.8 yard
atteittptingto acquire funds.
A sub-component deals with the average his senior year.
Unfortunately, on the day
acquisition of special_ equipment
for the program's 1$ handicapped Hopkins was drafted his family
students. Whitten said. There is was mourning the death of
also a full-time, trained handicap- Ronald's father, Arthur Hopkins.
ped aide among the 17 members of who passed away on New Year's
Day. The funeral was Tuesday
Head Start's paid staff .

Suffocation suspected in death
of Benton dealer in Nashville
NASHVILLE - A preliminary
autopsy on. Benton car dealer
Thomas E.-Chellenor. whose body
was found tied up in a Nash011e
motel - Sunday, indicates death
may hayx been caused by possible
suffocation, according to U. John
McGlasson of the Metro Polite
Homicide Division.
.McClasson also said the autopsy
indicated Challenor suffered injuries in the neck area although
the extent of- those Usitunsa were
not yet known.

Another autopsy,to be performed. by the forensic pathologist for
the Metro government, was being
performed today.
Challenor's body was
discovered at the Hallmark Inn by
a maid. His hands and feet were
tied together when he as found.
His car and some of his belongings were found in a parking lot by
the courthouse in downtown
Nashville. Challenor, owner of
Tom's Used Cars in Benton, was
reportedly in -Nashville on
business.

Inquest follows shooting in'Moyfield
MAYFIELD. Ky. i AP)- A coioner's. inquest is scheduled
Wednesday into the fatal shooting
of a Mayfield man by a state
trooper Dec.31_
Graves County Coroner Joyce
Weidenbach set the inquiry for 2
p.m. at,the Graves County Courthouse.
• Robert H. Perm. 23, Mayfield,
*as_ shot by Trooper Donald
WOods,30;when he pulled a gun as
Woods tried- to arrest him, state
police said. "

Kroger Co. celebrates 100 years in business --

Trooper Richard Wright, public
information officer at the
Mayfield post, said Woods had
stopped the car Parrn was driving
and was attempting to arrest
Parm for driving while intoxicated when Perm pulled a gun
and a struggle ensued.
A passenger in Parm's vehicle,
Thomas Brady, 26, of Tiptonville,
Tenn., was arrested for public intoxication and is free on bond.
Wright said Brady has substantiated Woods' account of the incident.
•

Anniversary events scheduled throughout'83
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
The Kroger Company will begin its 100th anniversary celebration
this week with free cake and
punch for every customer in every
Kroger food store for a day
Bruin Schuchardt, assistant
manager of the local Kroger store.
says Cike and punch will be
available finni 9 ain to 7 p in
Friday
Also this week Kroger will
unveil its special anniversary
painting of the " first• Kreger
delivery wagon. Entitled "In The
Beginning." this commemorative
print will be featured on note
cards and 12" by 16" prints for
sale in Kroger stores.
When Barney Kroger opened his
first store in Cincinnati in 103, he
probably gave little thought to
what his company viand be like
100 years down the road. After all,
starting a business. especially one
based on•new idea, was enough
of a challenge for a 13-year-old
man with plans and dreams, but
very little mow)
But Barney did have foresight
His ideas about quality ui food
products. merchandising to every
test,.-and shopping convenience
are just as important today as
they were a century ago
It is tlaki-Vialen, this spirit of innovation and achievement that
has helped The Kroger Co advance from a single 17-foot
storefront facing the Ohio River to
the nation's second largest food
retailer.
To celebrate this tradition.
,
.

Kroger plans an array of merchandising and,public service activities throughout 1963 under the
company's 100th anniversary
theme, ':Where New Ideas dime
to Life."
Richard M. Koster. Kroger
senior vice president and chairman of the company's anniversary committee. said, "This anniversary is a significant event
-not only for The Kroger Co.,' but
also for its customers and its
employees It is a chance for us to
thank everyone who has contributed their lane and effort to
making The Kroger.Crc-it success
and -to reflect on the reasons this
company has grown and pro
spend for.100 years."
TO keep the old-fashioned flavor
alive. Kroger has developed anniversary packaging for -several
products in 1913. Several Kroger
products ern be packaged In wrappers reminiscent of those 10Byears ago. Other wheys and
bags will feature brief Kroger
histories, and throughout the
year. Kroger newspaper iidvertislag will highlight special events
from the past.
Locally. Schuchardt says an
"old fashioned dress-up day." has
been planned for sometime this
SUMMIT .

Throughout Kroger food stores
in 11011.customers will able to participate in the anniveriary
festivities. There will be special
sales in every department and
community activities for the
general public in several Kroger
cities The actual birthdate of the
company. July 1, win be marked

i,I
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FIRST DELIVERY WAGON - This horse-drawn wagon was a
familiar sight to Barmy Kroger's fine customers in 11113. As The
Kroger Co. begins it year-long 100th anniversary mlehretion this
week. commemorative prints et the first delivery wagon will be
available for sale. TIM sight. compared with the modernisation of towith a special series of community luncheons in major Kroger
citiesThe year also will be e--anirnemorated with • 216-page anniversary book, "The Kroger
Story: A Century of Innovation."
scheduled for publication in May.
A 20-minute film telling the story
of Kroger has also been prepared
and will be made available to

school groups and cable television
channels in Kroger cities.
Schuchardt says The Kroger Co.
also has plarince. a 30-minute
television program to be aired
over regional network TV.
The company provides jobs for
68 people at its Murray store and
50 It its local food processing
plant, located at 300 N. LP. Miller
St

day's Kroger stores, illustrates the progress made by the company in
a century. In-store events are teMetively planned in every Kroger
More in the nation in special calibration et the reality et Barney
Kroll?'achievement. The Murray store begins its celebration Friday with free coke and punch for every costalliw.
Bill Germann, manager of
Kenlake Foods, says the plant
began operation in February 1912
and will not be in full-phase operalion until the last part of this year
Germann added that by the middie of this year an additional 75
people will be hired and when the
plant is in full-phase operation it
will employ about 175 people.
In Murray, The Kroger Co.

dates back to the 1930s, according
to Bill Teuton, executive vice
president of the Murray Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
The first Kroger More was
located On the west aide of the
court square. Since then it has
been located at 214 Main St. and
NI Main St. before nxering to the
Central Shopping Center where it
is now located.
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heartline

'Computer'of the Year

Hsartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
simmered in these columns, write te
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, butfou must
Include a self-oddressed, stamped
envelops. The most woeful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE I am 14 years old
and am writing to you about my
grandfather He had something
wrong with his eyes Several years
ago and now he is almost blind My
mom says he will 43e totally blind
before long He always loved to read
and really misses that We all read to

Time magazine is ruinung no "Man of the Year
for 1982 and instead is extending the honor to an
anonymous computer. This is the first time the
editors have deemed that a machine rather than a
human being had the most impact on the course of
events in the preceding year.
Admirers oLcertain world leaders will be disappointed that their favorites were passed over, but it
was not a year when powerful personalities made
their influence felt. Indeed, we would prefer a computer to some of the choices in the past, such as the
scowling Ayatollah Khomeini, who appeared in the
Time cover at the end of 1979.
We have never seen a computer scowl, or
threaten his neighbor. The computers we know are
very even-tempered and reasonable, without a
mean chip in their circuits. There are fears that a
computer might some day start a war, but if that
ever happens, we're sure it will be an accident and
not an act of aggression.
Unlike some others who have made the cover of
Time, computers are not known to lie or to make
promises they can't keep. When asked a question,
they get right to the point. No tiresome speech111414/4.
- -•••
• •
-Next thing you know someone will be nominating
a computer for president. Let's not rush into this.
Computers may remember everything they're told,
but we've yeLto hear one come up with an original
Idea - or a promise. And the computers we know
have a tendency to panic in the crunch, like going
into a dead faint every time there's a power failure.
A Man of the Year or a president ought to have
- more stamina than that..

him eferyday, usually' the
newspaper and sometimes things in
magazines that he is interested in I
saw a movie once about a blind man
who went to college and his friends
would make tapes for him so that he
coeld keepup in his books with the
rest of his class This seems such a
good idea I thought maybe we might
be able to buy him some awes of
books so that he could listen to them
when there is n9 one around to read
to him Have you ever heard of
something like this for blind people"
He has a cassette tape player. and I
think it would be nice to get him
something like this for his birthday.
_D.S.

ANSWER. The Library of Coe,iI)1111
li, hold .4 1K.ok li Estreme
gress has a Talking BOA Program.
weakness or es. essive fatigue, C
which loans_ thouoands'of books by
lilurrosi.er ,louhle vision. or ans other
authors ranging .
. .from Chaucer
physical limitation that would pre
through current popular works, initt the applo ant Mom reading a
cluding over thirty popular
standard prined book
magazines_ on cassettes and discs
To apply for ;mphi anon forms and
The magazines include Newsweek,
for further infornration about the
Sports Illustrated and Saturday
Talkingliook Program. y .iu it,LA) , all
Review.
or write your lo( .11 ad ilia(e ot the Na
This program is available at no
burial Easter Seal .s.o. let% or your
cost to physically ihsab4i41 children
public librariali ot 1.1, rite to I )ivisison
and adults Applicants must be cerfor the Blind and Ph'. •!. ill'. 11.in
tified by. a competent authorts., such
Library ....l i'.,iinress.as a physician. - social. worker,
rehabilitation counselor. nurse or ' , Washington, Iir 2ii. V:
therapist. and must have at least one
We think that your i:F•iiidf.attier
of the following limitations which
would really appre, late soniething
our grandfather does have .A Inlike this tor his birthday to..
•

looking back
Ten years ago
The home .if Carl liay at Ninth and
-ine Streets 'w as damaged by tor on
the morriiiii.7,(if
I ieattis repot let in. 111.k Ati s
Pearl Rose. fl
74:

S
E CE 00 TO
EIGHT YEARSii Pr-lis)
WHICH MEANZS YOU LA,)ILL
ACTUALITY, BE
-PRi.So.t4
-Doesi-T-- KNOW .. ABOUT
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Washington
Wonderland
The Defense Department's most recent secretinformation fumble would be funny if it weren't so
frightening. In a recent effort to bolter Defense
Secretary Weinberger's contention that the Soviet
Unton poses a grave military threat to the United
States, the Pentagon invited a group of reporters to
a briefing and then took the unprecedented step of
asking them to sign a secrecy agreement prohibiting them from disclosing anything they'd
learned to anyone, including their editors. When the
repoters objected, Pentagon officials said they wee
willing to settle for the reporters' word of honor.
Even after that concession, not surprisingly, some
of them walked out. Deplorably, a dozen or so remained. The interim negotiations, said one who was
there, were like a scene from "Alice in
Wonderland."
The whole exercise, of course, was like "Mice in
Wonderland." a work that, when translated into
contemporary political terms, comes reasonably
close to a scene from "1984." Here is the secretary
of defense not merely hiking highly classified information to support his political position - a frequent enough practice in all administrations - but
doing it in such a way that the reporters become not
conduits of unattributed information from a "high
source" but co-conspirators in withholding that information. More troubling, here is a group of
reporters who are willing to play the Pentagon's
game.
In this Orweillian wonderland, secrecy becomes
Information and information secrecy. What, one
may ask, is the purpose of briefing journalists If it
Isn't to get information to the public? What is the effect of a rule that allows a reporter to share information with a source - and, in this case, a
highly controversial source - but prohibits him
from sharing it even with his own organization, let
alone the public? Having agreed to such a thing,
which club does he now belong to?
-L"The Pentagon probably had no motive more
sinister that an attempt to bolter Weinberger's case
and found that the best way to do that was with
classified documents, particularly satellite
photographs. And yet., inside access to that kind of
information - information to which others don't
have access-itself distorts judgement, particularly when the ground rules don't allow the reporter to
discuss,check or evaluate it with others.
Many of the country's major news organizations
did not participate in the closed briefing, but some
did. Having done so. the question arises as to whom
exactly those reporters are now working for. As
- UPI reporter FUchard-Gross put it after he walked
out, -If I wanted claissitled information for myself,
I could have joined the government."
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business mirror
NEW YORK 1AP) - It began with
goals crystal clear and sharply enupciated, but after two years in office
President Reagan's economic program seems much less understandable.
One of the biggest areas of confusion involves taxes, which the President promised to lower and did, only
to turn around and agree to raise
other taxes to replace the lost
revenue.
The big transfer of power from the
public to private sector has not occurred to any significant degree. In
fact the ratio might even have tilted
the other way, largely because of
recession.
By many measures, the private
sector is now in worse shape than at
any time since the Great Depression
Unemployment is at its highest since

by john cunniff
the early 19403 Business failures are
near a 50-year high
A question asked frequently in professional publications is how the
transfer of energy to the public sector can occur when government
deficits are at record-high levels, and
not likely to recede soon
Furthermore, concern about
federal spending and budget deficits,
and the extraordinary level of
unemployment, could lead to additional policy changes that might further blur administration goals
On January 7, for example, the
jobless figures for December will be
made public, and it is no secret that
Democrats intend to use the bad
news as ammunition for job programs
Reagan has opposed make-work
programs as unproductive, arguing

that it would be, tar better for Ow
unemplOyed and the long-term health
of the economy to await a correction
by market forces
To the 12 million unemployed: .a
joa
growing number of thrill 1141..14111,
f)
1s
for a year and many of them w
little prospect of regaining old jobs.
Reagan's view is really no altertuitive
It is no secret that I ie4ies I at,'.. and
some Republicans 11111:' 1111141t1
Make the [writ of the situation, feeling that public opinion
suppor,t
them in their --cpieSt for ways to
stimulate. the economy
If their efforts are successful they
will have struck Reagan at the very
base of his Oulosophy, itmni denied
him one of his most widely publicized
and mast cherished goals. ttuit of getting the government out of business

by tom raum

capitol ideas
WASHINGTON 1API - One of the
fringe benefits of beings member of
Congress is getting free calendars to
hand out to selected constituents, and
It's a tradition that seems to be
escaping all attempts at budget cutting.
Both House and Senate, in separate
votes, have voted to end the practice.
But, as the new year began, free
calendars were again being
distributed by members of the House
and Senate.
The Senate Rules Committee voted
last Sept. 29 to Mop using tax dollars
to buy calendars for members to
dispense.

%nog

Each senator usually gets 1.000
calendars. Showing a different
Washington scene on each page, the
calendars cost the Senate 58 cents
each,although sell to the public in the

WALTER L APPERSON. President &
Fubliaber
mArnacw S.SANDERS.Managing Editor
TED DICILANEY. Circulation &
ion
Manager
RICK ORR. Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR,Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE.Business Office Manager

Capitol's souvenir shop for 12 50
The committee later reversed
itself, after learning that the nonprofit Capitol Historical Society had
already spent more than 950,000 in
contracting to have the calendars
printed.
The rules committee said its ban
would go into effect next year
maybe. .
Each of the 435 House members get
1,500 of the calendars for distribution Three years ago the House
voted to stop the practice
by an
overwhelming roll call vote, accompanied by speeches about
government austerity beginning at
borne.
But the ban never took effect
because the legislation got delayed in
'
a dispute Over side issues.
The subject has not been mentioned on the House floor since

Tir new MO( °tigress, which convened Monday, might save some
money if it printed an abbreviated
calendar, one that refleCteil only the
-time it spends in Washington
Although meeting briefly this
week, both chambers will be in
recess
the !louse calls them
' district work periods"
until Jan
25, when President Reagan delivers
Pus State of the Union address
The Senate will then take as twoweek long break in Febnuiry while
the House will take two three-day
breaks to celebrate Lincoln's and
Washington's birthdays
Both -chambers plan a two-week
Easter break, a two-week Fourth of
July recess and a five-week AugustLabor Day break, with final adjournment for the year tentatively set for

=

Today is Wednesday, Jan. 5, the
fifth day of 1963. There are 380 days
left in theyear
Today's highlight in history
On Jan. 5, 1895, German physicist
Wilhelm Roentgen announced the
discovery of the X-ray.
On this date:
In 1762, Czarina Elizabeth of
ROSS died and was succeeded by
POW Q.
In 1781, a British naval expedition
ender the command of Benedict Ar111111d humid Richmond. Virginia

6 -rim..

•••••

Ube. Rev
Mrs Rotel ti ; 1111111
11/11•1•4, s lit / lo:16:1•11‘ 111.• 11.11, 1' 1,4•1-11 111;•
gises't of her patents. In and Sirs'
lii Chiles
Anti
is 11st0i $1 .0
foi
Sid i tint11111in).
years agi
Caul Fatuatii 111111111c

In la4v. reeasuent Harry Iranian
called his administration's policies
"the Fair Dear' dining a State of the
Union speech.
In 1914, Pope Paul VI and
Patriarch Benedict°. of Jerusalem
met in the Holy Land for the first
meeting in five centuries between a
Roman Catholic pontiff and an
Eastern OrthocVex pauiarch.
Ten years ago: U.S. airlines began
routine pre-flight scanning of
passengers with electronic weapons
detectors in a move to reduce hijackFive years ago: On. visit to Nor,

•

•••••••••
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Mr and Nit's .1 W Tummy of Min
ray , was kifieel .laii .i sa,
Calif . where. Ii.' 14 :IN s1.1114.11c.1
1111' 1 711111!41 States Air 'ore.
Serving aboard tin' 41t...11 1% 11 1
\'arii,sll iii the Far Fast is Pot, W
Parker. eleetrictans.,.. lit.ite
dam. 1411641 States Nau....,./le 11:c
Sir
M :1,1
51 -rt r-r)..11 l'.,?
11
s:)iii)f
MurrayBirths reported include .8 ii 1 to
Sir and Mrs Robert Miller. I
.'1
a boy to Mr and Mrs Will El stokes,
1 )1.4' 25, and a boy to Mr and 'MI
Williani Caldwell. lies' 2.5'
Cpl. Bob MOSIT: SOH of W 14 Weal
of Nturray: has been assigncil to a
safety 1•1111J-41111M program by the
Keritucks State Police at Frankfort •
Ile will be visiting schools priariotitng
the program
T-Sgt Snluiv Ii Williauñs. son of
Mr and Mrs "It I. Williams of Slut ray. 13 stationed at West
I
Beacte-Fia.
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters
the editor arr. welcomed and en•ouraged All letters must he signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included4or verification The
phone number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reservemetight to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Nedger Ss
Times, Box. 1040. Murray. Ky.
to

The Murray !Adger & Times I IJSPS 304 700;

By The Associated Press
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Newsome. jrj,
An .1% Cral.:1• $il 1., per too o eight
was reporteM for sales of
,.u. ker
tobaceo on the Shirr:4y _Market
Winners in the +axon Si
Reading I iit,st V. cic .1cff re%
N1:11111,
. S11.11:1 I 111
'Mar% 'Elkins.
Kim ()(ds atid.P.attv Rolnu.s(ai
Maori( e
Ilumptirey
s, leo
tist with the lii. il SOO I ....,1).4:1'..itt,111
Serowe. pi c..te•Ille..1 :1 ill .or.1
.it
1111411:w 1 the.-Murras K iw ants(*tub
Twenty years ago
The Tennessee Valley auttobrity •
rather than the National l'ark Service.. Will develop the propose..1 Land
Ifetween the P.akes Itecre'atioll Area
near . he 1-4' al•I'liriting to.:1entiessec
eiingressiliati HUN', Bass
1:he Niiirray- 'rv-itan Club sold .
.,,1151
pounds of fruit cake in itslerinual sale
hem'', the top
5.8 Ii'siii.ili
it Glenn .Dorari. chairman of
Sturray-l'allow ay •County Industrial
Fienidanoti. spoke 41 a
of the
Murray K Mani!. Club
. Mildred Hodge.: Judy, Parker.
Shirles Wade. Anna Hilly. Ess1e.
Muryelle Walker. I 'azol
Hibbard. Thy His Adams. Martha
Knott and - Katherine Las had Ilign
ay crage's- iii trol.t mug 111 Thy ‘1.4:1: iii

mandy, France, President Jimmy
Carter said the U S was determined
that Europe's freedom would never
again be in danger
One year ago West (;erinien
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt "met in
Washington with President Reagan
andthe two leadersjoined in expressin
*concern about Soviet nre.s.sure on
Poland's martial law regime.
Today's birthday. Spain's King
Juan Carlos is 45
'Thought for today "Vanity plays
lurid tricks with our memory." Joseph Conrad, British author 41115719341.
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HEALTH

Many guests visit in local homes for holidays

Getting rid of gas
Lawrent*E. Lamb.M.D.

By MRS. R.D. KEY
Jan. 3,1963 .

LAMB
I urn
4*".A4t
It ,s not steady but comes the fingers may be insolYed
A ?slum lady of 70 and have when Is.at sonwthing sweet and in severe cases the ends
Mr and . Mrs Jack
always had a lot of. gas in I only take a milk of mag- of the Misers. may actually
Wyatt, Guy and Ginger
my stature h This time
nesia tablet Af.hen needed dig into the palmar surface
Wyatt, of Nashville,
went to my_ doctor ,and he which doe -help me Could
It has an inherited charac
sent me for barium X ravs you suggest what I ran eat tertstic and is much more Tenn and the Ftev. and
Mrs Glynn Orr. Rickle
which came out OK no I'ii this iondition''
common in men It is
ulcers but the doctor grse
Those thickening and contracture and Brian Orr visited Mr
I rE Ali REA OP:li
rrw Tagamet which I took frequent gas problems that of the sheet of connective and Mrs Glynn Orr durfor four weeks there was so many people have are tissue just under the skin in ing the holidays. Other
some relief but not enough . from two main sourLies the the palm
visitors in the Orr home
I watt h fil%
air you swallow and per
In most cases particular were Mitch Sykes,
t losely The gas forms in toy haps more importantly the ly if extensive
or progress Marilyn Paschall and
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am sore then' it Roe.
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not surpri,c,1 that Tagamet degree of function after and Mr and Mrs Terry
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Orr were recent supper
ease Any brrwfits would
have- been psychological
I (14, nit recommend laxatives but if r person has a
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also-relieve • "ion spasm and
relieyr gas "t!..pird in the
• WASHINGTON (Al'
- The United States'
- ceiken and I ausing pain That
is why a simple -- enema population grew by 2.1 million last year. adding
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about as many people as live in Brooklyn. N Y... the
- l'eohably the most Ire
Census Bureau reports
quent sources of undigested
The bureau estimated that there were 232,616,497
foods • ausink gas are people
in the country as of New Year's Day, about 6
carbohydrates - Milk is high
million more than were counted in the 1900 census.
on the list bee .1t/Se of people
The 2.1 million population growth is well below
who cannot digest lactose
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,With tender, juicy beef.
-lA zesty, spiciness that's
just right. And slow-cooked,
old-fashioned flavor. Look
for Paramount Chili today.
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handling provided la) dealer
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mails to Paramount Foods,
Louisville KY 40232 (c) it is
redeemed before January 31.
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tax _whenever applicable
Cash value 1/20th of 1t
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request This coupon is void if
duplicated taxed prohibited
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by Rainey Apperston
The new year has rushed in. and
thoughts turn to making 1963 the
best year possible.
Shuffling through some old
papers. I found a quiz which might
help you make a kw New Year's
Resolutions.
Are You A Fat Eater,
Or One Who Eats Thin?
Do you eat "fat" or "thin'!" To
find out, put your approach to
eating to this True-False test .
1. I never skip meals.
2. I always eat slowly.
3 I enjoy a vast variety of foods.
4. I don't watch TV or read a
book while I'm eating.
5. I eat a lot of vegetables,
especially the green leafy ones.
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I
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I
II
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She returned home Dec.
29 and Mrs. Ertrtie
Jenkins is with her. Other
visitors in to see were the
Rev. James Pehlps.
Dorothy Sykes, Susan
Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones, Mrs. Eva Oliver.
Berns Love Tarkington.
Mr and Mrs. Glynn Off,
Myrtle Vandyke, Hilda
Orr, the Rev and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and Rickie and
Brian Orr.
.Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were dinner
guests of Mrs. Jessie
Paschall On Dec. 30. This
was Mr. Morris' birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
-Wilson and Mr. and Mrs.
- Mabern Key visited Mrs.
Ovie Wilson in Paris
Manor during the
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Fletcher, Chris and Jeff
Fletcher. visited Mr. and
Mrs. Ruben Fletchetr on
Jan. 2.
The Kuykendoll family
all gathered at the home
of Mr. 'arid...Mrs.
Nathaniel Orr-on Dec. 26
for a holiday dinner.
Happy New Year
Everyone!'.

_-g•-,61410n't-1nind food thathas to
be eaten slowly,such as crabs.
7. I prefer pepper and other
seasonings to salt.
'8. Given a choice. I'd choose
soft-boiled eggs over fried; fresh
pineapple over chocolate mousse.
9. I prefer baked potatoes to
French fries or home fried.
10. I am not partial to creamy
salad dressings.
11 I use butter sparingly.
12. I do not have an alcoholic
beverage more than once or twice
a week.
13. I rest my fork on my plate
between bites.
14. I rarely buy a candy bar.
15 Although sometimes tempted. I invariably stop eating when
I feel satisfield.
High score on this quiz is 15 True
answers. Reread the statements
and you'll understand why those

who answered True to one and all
have mastered the art of eating
"thin." Their- behavior around
food shows that they:
Space meals so that they do not
get hungry.
• Approach food at a leisurely
pace thus giving their digestive
process time to signal their brain
when their stomach feels full.
They keep eating boredom at
bay by enjoying a wide variety of
foods and show a definite
preference for those that are low
in calories, such as veggies.
They enjoy "light" cuisine over
heavier, as in selecting soft-boiled
over fried eggs.
They do not waste calories on liquor or sweets.
They know when to stop.
If your approach to eating needs
changing, concentrate on where
you're going overboard. Changing
your approach-to eating is an effective way to pare off pounds.

Nature's ways used to operate resource center

flushing.

Lovers.

Mrs Enloe Tarlungtori
and Mrs. Brown Flood_
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Phelps of Waverly,
Tenn., and Cindy Phelps
of Nashville, Tenn., were
recent weekend guests of
the Rev. and Mrs. James
Phelps.
Mrs Sue Weaver of
Ohio, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Farley and
daughter, Mrs. Beth Hull
and baby of South Haven.
Miss., were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones.
Mr and Mrs. Lucile
Malray, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Malray. Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Stalls and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Harper and 'baby,
Mr. and Mrs. Max
Paschall and daughter,
Julie, Mr. and Mrs. John
Paschal and AnCil Wicker
were supper guests
recently of Mrs. Reva
Paschall.
Visitors in to see Mrs.
Jessie Paschall who is a
hospital patient were Gail
Morris. Mr. arid Mrs. Coy
Kuykendoll, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Wyatt,- the
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and Jackie Tarkington.

5

LIVINGSTON, Ky.
AP) - The Rockcastle
Resource Center has no
electric power lines, no
gas furnace, no sewer
Line, no septic tank.
But it's a bright and
warm building and the
toilet works without

winni
the
hearts
of Chili

I

recently visited Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key
Mr. and Mrs. James
Grooms. Mr and Mrs.
Ted Cooper. Lisi Cooper,
Mr. and Mrs Rob McCallon, Randy and Mitzi
McC-allon were dinner
guests on Dec. 26 of Mr.
and Mrs Hafford Cooper
Mrs Bertie Jenkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam,
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Off,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Jenkins, Hilda Orr and
Mrs. Eva Oliver were recent guests of Mr and
Mrs Morris Jenkins.
Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Memphis, Tenn.. the Rev
and Mrs. Heine Cook of
Mayfield. Myrtle Rose
Hill, Judy Summers and
Peggy MeCree of Part-s.
Tem., were recent dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Cooper.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Mitch
Sykes, the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and Tabitha
Lee had dinner with Mrs.
Jewel Key on Dec. 29.
Mr and Mrs. Jacgle
Tarkington and sons,
David and Jeff. of
Dayton. Ohio,- spent the
holidays with Mr. and

Mon collects spgre dentures
for use by vocational class

ibatsse

I

guests of Mrs. Hilda Orr.
Mrs Ruby Owen: Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins, Sue Dale
and Ann Hopkins visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson in Paris
Manor Wednesday
•
Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes. Brian and Amanda Sykes, the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Mitch Sykes. -the Rev
and Mrs Jerry Lee and
_ daughter. Tabitha. Mrs
Jewel Key and Marilyn
Paschall were recent
guests of Mr and Mrs.
Henry Sykes
Mr and Mrs Howard
Morris visited Mrs. Ovie
Wilson, Gaylon Morris,
Bertie Jenkins, Jewel
Key and Glynn Orr during the holidays
Mr and Mrs Clerris
Wilson. Mr and Mrs Derre Wilson. I.isa and Mike
Wilson. Lavettia Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs JIITIMIC
Key, Kevin and Jeremy
Key, Mr and Mrs
Hubert Deering, Mr and
Mrs Ralph Young,of Covington, - Tenn.. Mr. and
Mrs Steve Lusk and baby
of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Mr and Mrs. David
Perkins of Memphis.
Tenn. and Mrs. Ovie
Wilson of Paris Manor

Everything about the
center, operated by the
non-profit Appalachian
Science in the Public Interest -I ASPI I, is designed to be easily adaptable
to the mountains of
southern- and eastern
Kentucky.
"What we are doing is
nothing new. Were just
trying' to get people to go
back to their roots." said

Don Martin, who lives
and works at the center.
The building is on the
south side of the mountain and uses the mass of
the • mountain to block
cold north winds. It is
angled so that the large
translucent windows in
front make the most of
the warming sun in
winter. An overhanging
roof and plenty of trees
provide shade in the summer.
Most of the heat for the
house comes in through
the large windows.
There's also a wood stove
but it is seldom needed.
Linedup along the•windows on the main floor is
a row of 55-gallon barrels

filled with water. They
are warmed by the sun
during the day and give
on heat at night.
"We're trying to show
low-cost alternatives, so
we use homemade
things," Martin said.
The Clive' Multrurn
toilet works without
water.
Electricity to run the
reading lamps is
generated by
photovoltaic cells on the
roof. The cells also provide electricity to pump
water to the roof, where it
is heated by the sun.
One problem the center
has is attracting visitors.
Since it opened in 1979,
about 1,500 visitors have

shown up.
Al Fritsch, executive
director of ASPI, said
there has been discussion
of putting up a billboard
on Interstate TS to direct
visitors to the center. It
hasn't been done
"because a lot of environmentalists do not
like to pollute the roadside with billboards,
said Fritach, a Jesuit
priest.
He was one of a group
of scientists who broke
away from a Ralph
Nader consumer group In
1970 to form the Center
for Science in the Public
Interest. That group was
decentralized in 1976 and
ASPI was formed.
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Soles of European stuffed dumplings help finance church
AMBRIDGE, Pa 1API
— St Mary's is the
church pirogi built. a
house a( wars* where
chefs Wave replaced
bingo games to keep the
church coffers — and
parishioners' stomachs
—full
Sales of the Eastern
European stuffed dumplings paid for the brick
church in a decade. and
29 years later the
assembly-line production
of the simple, filling food
Is the church's only fundraiser.
And the church pastor
said he feels particularly
"blessed" by the pirogi
project because his
unemployment-plagued
parish has had difficulty
filling the collection
"This is a Ditiression
dish," said Monsignor Ed
Rack, known a.t the
"pirogi priest."
Pirogi are affectionately called "Hunky soul
_food," for the derogatory
name given Eastern
Europeans who came to
work in western Pennsylvania's steel mills last
century.
"I grew up on this stuff.
So when I came to this
church in, 1974! I was
amazed at the fact that it
sold," said the priest,
dressed in jeans to help

out on a recent Friday "I
thought it was a cheap
meal the( had seen its
day "
For the. uninitiated.
pirogi are'strnilar to their
better-known Italian
cousin, ravioli'The
Eastern European version, however, is shaped
in a semi-circle and filled
with cottage cheese,
mashed po.tato.
sauerkraut or -"a prune
jam called lekvar... And
instead of tomato sauce,
pirogi are eaten dripping
with butter and onions.
When St. Mary's needed money to move from
its small white clapboard
building to one that could
accommodate TOO
parishioners m the early
1950s, a small group of
women offered to make
and sell pirogi
They brought rolling
pins from home and peddled lunches at nearby
factones.
"It just caught on,"
Rosack said, and now 101
people volunteer in the
church basement three
days a week to make and
sell 10,000 pirogi and take
in 81,500 each week
St. Mary's is one of four
Ambridge churches, and
ogle of several in western
Pennsylvania, that sell
pirogi. But by reputation.
St. Mary's are thelest.

"Other people make sell out altogether
'em.. but they don't take Customers, many carrycare of 'em," said Jue ing their own containers,
RI/midi, who has watched stand in lines 30 feet long
over the pots of boiling to get their fill
The lunch-hour crowd
water cooking the
pastries every Friday. all begins amving about 11
to eat platefuls of pirogi,
day,for 25 years
priced at 21 cents a
Weekly, the churc!i pastry, and talk with
sells out of one kind or fnends at long tables
another: often the pirogi Take-out customers come

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter has party
The Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi had its annual holiday party on Thursday.
Dec 16, at 6 - 30 p m at the
Ellis Community Center
A potluck- supper was
served to members and
their husbands Games
were played Santa Claws
made a special appearance to hand out
presents to members and
gag gifts to husbancLs
The Social Committee,
headed by Krista Crass
and Peggy Shoemaker,
was in charge of arrangements
Those present were
Santa, Joyce and Marney
Nunnally, Peggy and
Harold Shoemaker,
Krista Crass, Mary Ann
and David Barrow, Linda
lane,. Vonna and Danny
Maynard, Wanda and
Bob Miles, Debbie and
John Miller, Debbie and

Keith Pardue, Laurie and
Eddie Rollins, Martha
and John Ryan, Sue and
Richard Smith, Debbie
and Tom Villaflor. Debbar and Dan Woods, Pam
and Keith Curd, Kath

Zoe Ann Jarman born

DAR to meet Saturday
The Captain Wendell - Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will meet
Saturday. Jan. 9, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Doris Nance. Members please note the change in
meeting place. said Mrs. John Livesay. regent.
Col. Carlo McFarren will be the speaker for the
subject,:',Today's National Defense."

and Joe Wrye. Jo Ann and
Gary Mathis, Beth and
Lan.ch Adams, Patsy and
Tommy Cameo, Kristi
and Rob 14'asharn and
Brenda and Brownie
Jones

Princess Diana riding horses
again after fall when o child
LONDON
Ap
Princes!' Diana. wary of
horses since she broke
her arm in a childhood
fall from a pony, has been
coaxed back into the saddle by her mother-in-law.
Queen Elizabeth II, according to the Sun
newspaper
The British tabloid
published photos showing
the 21-year-old princess
riding a gray horse and
said they were taken Tat
the grounds of the
queen's estate at Sarxiringham in Norfolk, where

datebook
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Jarman. Rt. 7. are the parents
of a daughter. Zoe Ann. weighing eight pounds four
ounces, measuring 21 inches, born Thursday. Dec.
14,-at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
another daughter. Claire, 2'2.
The mother, the former Amy Kane, is Choir director at First Presbyterian Church and teaches
music. The father is a teacher in the English
Department of Murray State University. Grand,,..
parents are Dr. and Mrs. Donald: Jarnian
Portland, Ore.. Michael Kane of Los Angeles,
Calif., and Mrs'. June Kaneof Greeley. Colo.

in the diwr an hour
earlier, pay ing S2 50 for a
dozen packed in Chinesefood boxes
The churt h has turned
down offers to supply
restaurants or offer the
product wholesale But
local fans have sent St
Mary's wow to Texas.
Hawaii, Louisiana and
the Philippines

PA to meet Thursday
Parents Anonymous will meet Thursday, Jan 6,
at 630 p m. The place of the meeting is not publicly
stat4. but for information persons may call751087 oir.76089. This is for all parents who have any
type of problems with their children and is a 'selfhelp group.

Activities scheduled
'Special activities for First Baptist Church Are
sChedtiled this week. Bowling will start at Thursday, Jan. 6, at 7 p.m. at Corvette Limes Also the
Arts and Crafts activities will resume Th_ursday at
12.30 p.m at church.
Exercise classes are conducted each TueMay.
Wednesday and Thursday at 11 am For information call the church office, 753-1854.

_
WRAP GIFTS — Members of the Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church Women wrapped gifts for the local Salvation Army
Unit to give to residents of Fern Terrace Lodge. patients at Long Term (*are I'nit
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Westview Nursing Horne, and to elderly persons who receive meals in the Meals On Wheels Program in Murray and
Calloway County. The gifts were sert from national headquarters of Salvation
Army arid not from local unit funds Circle members were. from :eft. Martha
Butterworth, Joanne Mahan, Marilyn lAddle. Wanda Kimbro, Kathy Erwin,
Nancy Overby, Barbara Rogers and Donna Whitfield Not pictured IAfionnia
Jackson

Community calendar
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20°/0 TO 40% OFF

PWP chapter to meet

All In Stock
Furniture
Plus
Hundreds of Selected
Gift Items Reduced
Up To 50%

The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will hold a general meeting on
Friday, Jan. 7, at 8 p.m. at the American legion
Hall, Legion Drive, Paducah.
Guest speaker will be Officer Robert Wentworth
of the crime prevention division of the Paducah
Police Department speaking on "Drug Abuse." For
information call 1-554-0222 or 1498.8850.

Don't Forget... Your
Film For Holiday Photos
1 Day Film Processing

I
.

at

Gant

The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will
meet Monday, Jan. 24, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library to discuss Mortimer Adler'S Paldela
Proposal. The subject of a recent Firing Line program. the PaideLa Proposal is an "educational
manifesto" hnd because of the increasing coneern
about the failure of schools should be of interest to
the general public. The group welcomes visitors
and/or new members.
In February the group, in its 15th year. will begin
a new series of Great Books. Included in this set of
1
16=.1 are Milton's Samson Agonies, Tolstoy's.
and Man. Shakespeare's Henry IV and
Freud's The Interpretation of Dreams. New
members may sign up at the Calloway Public
Library or call Ernestine Bucy,753-0348.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY !;p
FINAL TOUCH FA

SOFTEN
6401.

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

TIC

SUPER INFLA 1r10

WISHBONE SALAD
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FRENCH, ITALIAN, 1000 ISLAND

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER
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FROZEN FOODS
GOLDEN MIN

ORANGE JUICE
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WAS NAM 11111111111111111
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MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD DRESSING

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

LY ";PECIAL

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO /I, DAIRY PRODUCTS

WEEKLY SPECIAL
-1.S. GOV. INSPECTED WHOLE

CM FA

FAMILY PACK

EN

14 LOIN PORK

CHOPS

FRYERS

129
WEEKLY SPECIAL

NFL/VI rioN FIGHTER

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

BATH

SU

STEAK
$249
LB.

FLAT ON FIGHTER

WEEKLY SPECIAL

HAM
(WM ADDED)

•

19
LB.

113. BAG
q

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS RIB EYE

'CARROTS ..3 FOR 994 STEAK

LB.$399

FRESH CRISP

BUTT PORTION (WATER ADDED)

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

HAM

BREAST

FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

BACON

LB $ 1 49

CENTER-CUT PORK

LEGS
BONUS PACK CHICKEN

THIGHS
FAMILY PACK PORK

Wi

STEAK

$1 39

CENTER SLICED

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

HAM

WINGS

$20(loo
Narit
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nchA

PRODUCE

DELI SPECIALS

_
BOLOGNA

PRODUCE

BAKERY SPECIALS

1'414 It 1111 HI Hit t.
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JI /ER
ADAM

P44.,
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LEG
QUARTERS
JO Lb.
$550

PORK
NECKBONES
10 Lb.

PIG
FEET
10 lb.

$49°

$390

.
• °Ftc-747
pt•

IGA•GRADE'A'

LARGE
EGGS

GIGANTIC 10 Lb. SALE...
FRYER

IT'S THE
TAPE

Store Hours
Nortitside
7-10
9-6 Sun.
SoutIsside
7-9
9-6 Sun.

1 LB. BAG•COFFEE

MAXWELL

HOUSE

DRY SALT

FAT
BACK

$6"

DOZEN

Limit
One

Limit Two!

•

Super Savings
FR v'ER

1RLSH

BREAST
QUARTER
10 lb.

CHICKEN
LIVERS

$65°

$490

10 LEIS

In 101.1). Packs
— SAVE NOW

—

FREEZE
ENJOY YOUR
SAVINGS
LATER!

CHITTERLINGS
10Lb
•

$69°

THE

PRODUCE PLACE. • •guaranteed freshness
and variety!

CRISP • ICEBERG

LETTUCE
Hood

EXTRA LEAN

GROUND
BEEF
10 Lb.

SLICED

SLICED • MIXED

PORK
CHOPS
, 10 Lb.
t1

PORK
SPARERIBS JO Lb.

SLAB
BACON
JO Lb.

$ 290

90

49c

DIET FAVORITE

TOMATOES
TE/4011• WNCH

BROCCOLI 77
CRISP• 16 OZ.

3 gs $Bo
1.
3
ORANGES
5for $ 1

CARROTS

BACK TO SCHOOL SAVINGS...
ERASERMATE • 3 PK .

PENCILS

PENS

PENCIL
TABLETS

S mon Aviv Loyd

ROCKET

3 Peck Peanut

TRANSPARENT

WEAREVER

PENCIL SET

ERASABLE PENS

3 PACK WEAREVER

$ 1 98
SPIRAL

THEME BOOK

•

751

S SUBJECT • SPIRAL

1 VOLT TRANSISTOR

CREST

THEME BOOK

BATTERIES

TOOTHPASTE

SECRET ROLL-ON

Regt.olor Mint • G.41

DEODORANT
Rig. — U11..

$1

69
2 Pk

KNEE HIS

BATTERIES

3 Pr
Pk

1 39

41 Pit.
$

1

19

—SCOPE

MOUTHWASH

1.5oz:a
- SECRET SOLID

2 oz
$
2
°9

111oz

$188
Ng:natal,
Dry__

T

WONDRA

SKIN LOTION
Regular • Unscented
1001.

HEAD

SHOULDERS

SHAMPOO
Lotion
Tub.

RMA

7 0z

1

Normal $

88

D'ANJOU

RED OR WHITE

GRAPEFRUIT ..

5 4.9$1 59

"IT'S THE TOTAL ON
THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!"

PEARS

Lb 594

WASHINGTON STATE
RED or GOLDEN DELICIOUS

.11. 494

APPLES

\*414.

PUREX
BLEACH

16 SINGLES

Gallon

CHEESE-MATE

PARAMOUNT
'SCHER • StICin

25 oz. CHILI
with BEANS

129
89c 99c
FREE SAMPLES

40z

PERT • 11 in

SHAMPOO

$1 09
Daum

120, Pig

PRELL
Liquid • I I Oz
Concontrot•• $ Oz

TEXASWEET• 125

RED OR WHITE•4ICT.

S:9

6.4os.

AA SIZE

Lbs. for $

S.

1 46

NO NONSENSE

BANANAS
GRAPEFRUIT

PENS

50c 50c 50c
TAPE

GOLDEN RIPE

THDAY

$ 1 56

66

SATURDAT

it014t.IL
\
OS/6SMgt PAN

GINUK LANK

ztte: STONEWARE

1000.

SAVE
on

_Daniele'
STONEWARE
CHECK
JIM ADAMS
AD ON
PAGE 11

FOR MORE
—MAILS.

TEABAGS

9;

28 oz. P'NUT
BUTTER

$249

OZ
6
,TARKIT

VAN cAmrs

PORKIN
BEANS

890

2

GENERIC t ABEt

BISCUITS

TUNA

A, Pack 8 Oz

2 LITER SOFT
DRINKS_

••••-

99c

79

(4-

1 W

1141 .‘r,InrIa

IIIN.F14
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•

1.43
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•

PRICES GOOD THRU

TUESDAY JAN. 11
PARNELL'S•OLD FOLKS

FIELD'S• WHOLE

21b. PORK SMOKED
SAUSAGE - PICNICS
2 Lb. Bag

FLOUR
5 Lb. Bag

%rhamill

PLACE

• • •
Guaranteed freshness & quality

"PUT THE MEAT BACK ON YOUR TABLE"
EiELIDS • 14 OZ
U

CHILI STICK
WITH BEANS
SMOKED
ROPE.SAUSAGE
TURKEY irtAcH To
HAM

$1 19
Lb

$21 9

Lb

$219

STEAK
U s 040,c1
BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST

HILLIHII1

Lb.

Lb.
Limit 1

LOUIS 11104 • CHUM

Sliced

5169

I Lb. Bag

Lb 991

EAT

U S CHOKE

BONELESS
TOP ROUND STEAK

CHOICE

BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP
$2
69
Lb

Lb $

29

EXTRA LEAN GROUND
BEEF AT EVERYDAY SAVINGS!
99

Lb $

OF.1
is110°°I

IGA • 160Z.

IGA • PURE

SALTINE

4801. VEGETABLE

CRACKERS

OIL

c

•
-

ii

REELFOOT • OLD FASHION

U.S.CHOICE

D
R EELIFN
OOT.16
0R
1
NE

BONELESS

16 oz. SLICED

69c 159
$ 1 39

IGA •SWEET PEAS or

MIXED
VEG. 16
IG A

3

-..

891

2

For

NATURE S BEST

12 01

2

For

ORANGE

GREEN

JUICE

FRIES

BEANS

79;

$1 39

IGA • GRANULATED

TISSUE

1 59

QUART BOTTLE

791
794

GRAPE JUICE
IRREGULAR — 21/1 SIZE CAN

PEACH SLICES
ALL PURPOSE GRIND

RAG
BOLOGNA

$189

SALTINE
CRACKERS

Lb Sco x

2 LITER BOTTLE

DIET or REG.'

COLA
16 OZ. CAN

894

SALAD DRESSING
TOMATO

Regulors

$453

$429

$1 89

FRESH • SLICED

U S CHOICP

CUBE
STEAK

/
1 4 SLICED
COUNTRY
HAM

Lb. $
29
2
Lb.

BEEF
LIVER

69;

"
2
$

Lb

We gladly accept

CHOC.SYRUP ........69'
LIQUID — PINK or LEMON

DETERGENT ..1.11:rips
1801. BOX

CATSUP

$229

100's

FOOD STAMPS

Lb.$ 1 99 PEANUT BUTTER

QUART

59;
79c4

FLAVORED

Is OZ. JAR

COFFEE

STORE SPECIAL

REELFOOT

AI OZ. BOTTLE

CRANBERRY JUICE

For $1 39

GALLON

5 LB.
SUGAR

Generics — Plain Label
PRESERVES

$229

CARTON GENERIC CIGARETTES

8 ROLL

•

ID

2

IG A

WHOLE MILK

89(' $l" For
2 LB. JAR PEACH

24 oz. SANDWICH
BREAD

GALLON
2•• MILK

GEORGIAN

Con

.179

GA
IG A

IGA • CUT or FRENCH

51b FRENCH

ROAST

1
1 69

169

IGA • 16 OZ

SHREDDED
KRAUT

FRANKS

BOLOGNA

IT'S THE TOTAL
ON THE TAPE
THAT COUNTS!

DISHWASHING

22 oz. DAWN
LIQUID

CHUNK

overt 994 CORN FLAKES ..

994
694
1 15

$

• EXTRA
SAVINGS...
CION SAVE I

I1
I

4

per$ 41
ALL-0
GELATIN
woo This Grows _

FAMILY SIZE

SPAM

PUREX

LUNCHEON

DETERGENT

gg

Undo Cluto Per Comileamt.

" I
Comood *winos MOSS '
I ?OM
_ 14.4111
oom= nom aims =ME

$429

9
9
$;

L

....r"--. -.•xmasal
c
..:11
ill Oi
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POST• od OZ. 1
g
Irtrges
.70ASTIES
154
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at
.
•
Valk MsCooppos
°N i
•
Una Ow* Poe CirOoroor
l
. ,a. undoft.Pot Commome.

4 Cowper *soiree I I I SII
•
PliP1S
No III/
LB NONE, Ismola SIM miiNIDIIIRIIIIF -

I. epos*pikes I ,; II Ale

MIS •
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Thursday Jan.6
•& Saturday Jan.8
JIM ADAMS WILL REDEEM YOUR MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS AT DIOUBLE THE FACE VALUE.
COUPONS NOT TO EXCEED 50 FACE VALUE.
HO COUPONS ON TOBACCO,COFFEt vit DAIRY PRODUCTS.
Limo Ow* Ceopow Pot Imo
NO FREE COUPONS.
As Specified
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Agnew's kickback paymentremoves Maryland's
stain
BALTIMORE I APi -Former Vice President
Spiro T Agnew's payment of $268.482 to compensate for kickbacks he
allegedly took while
governor and vice president helps "remove a
9 Main" from Maryland,
the state attorney general
lays
Attorney General
Stephen H Sachs handed
a cashier's check from

Agnew's attorney to the
Mate treasurer at a Tuesday news conference,
marking the end of ,an
unusual came started by a
group of law students in
If/76.
The $ 2 6 8 , 4 2
represented compensation- for 1147,500 in
kickbacks Agnew was accused of receiving from
engineers seeking
highway contracts, plus

interest.
"It helps to remove a
Main Maryland's reputation suffered," Sachs

his White House office agreed not to press
bribery, extortion and
conspiracy charges
against him.
Agnew continues to
maintain his innocence,
but said tv agreed to
make the Pourt-ordered
repayment- because an
appeal to the U.S
Supreme Court showed
"no realistic chance of

Limey for the plaintiffs. Agnew, now a coasultant
said Agnew "was given Is foreign governments,
ample opportunity to said the caw would cost
come mike a case in per- him as much as 11808,41111,
said.
son and declined. Hi of- including legal fees and
•
Agnew resigned in
fered no evidence con- cowl costa. disgrace as vice presitrary to the overwhelmdent in 1973 after
evidence."
Stewart R. Mott, a
pleading no contest to a
Hammerman agreed to millionaire who had set
federal tax -evasion
pay the state $52,455 to op the Fluid for Concharge. In return the U.S.
cover alleged kickbacks stituional Government,
Justice Department and interest and Wolff paid most of the early
which said Agnew had
was dismissed as a Mew legal fees for the taxeven accepted payoffs in
dant after he agreed to payers' suit. totaling
1
The compensation testify against Agnew. $100,000.
lawsuit was filed by three
Maryland taxpayers at
the urging of George
Washington University
law students.
The students, required
as part of a course to bring a legal action, believ11111111111lII /ALM 1/74?
ed Agnew had not been
punished enough for his
In the last Congress he
WASHINGTON 1AP "no contest" tax-evasion Rep. Benjamin Rosen-- served on the Foreign Afplea. He had been fined thal. 1)-N.Y., an early op- fairs Committee and the
$10,000 and put on proba- ponent of the Vietnam second -ranking
tion for three years. The War who later became a Democrat on the panel's
plaintiffs charged the crusader for consumers, Middle East subcomalleged payments made died late Tuesday, the mittee, where he was an
to Agnew between 1967 day after We was sworn ardent champion of
and 1969 by engineers for an llth term. He was Israel.
seeking state highway 59.
He chaired the Corn=
contracts resulted in
Rosenthal. who suf- merce, Consumer and
higher construction costs fered from cancer of the Monetary Affairs subcolon, was described by committee of the House
and higher taxes.
Nth* York MayorEdward Government Operations
Agnew was governor
Maryland when he Koch as "among New Committee. He fought a
became Richard M. Nix- York's greatest losing. 14-year battle to
on's running mate in the legislators."
establish a federal con1966 presidential elec- His death comes eight sumer protection agency.
tions. and he was re- days after Rep.-elect
Rosenthal's cancer was
elected with Nixon in Jack Swigert, R-Colo.,
died, leaving the House diagnosed in 1900. He
1972
They demanded return with 268 Democrats, 16 underwent surgery in
1981, and aides maintainof the alleged kickbacks Republicans and two ed his illness was
under
from Agnew and two vacancies. No date has control after that. When
.„.
been announced for a
developer
associates,
vogir
he entered Bethesda
sis r,‘')
N
I.H "Bud" Hammerman special election to fill Navel Medical Center,
\ •
'
•••+•• 6,
$
$
and Jerome B.'Wolff, a ftosenthal's seat.
_
unannounced, for a week
Azei
_.,
—40
former state roads com- -Rosenthal's sharp in October 1982, they said
tongue and abrasive per- it
missioner.
was for treatment of
"This case just doesn't sonality made him un- anemia.
popular
with
some
fellow
Seem to add up to the kind
There was, no anof justice the framers of politicians, including
nouncement
of when
former
President
Lyndon
the Constitution had in
Agncw • said in a Johnson, who objected Rosenthal entered
mind,"
I'jiliijli
telephone interview from when Rosenthal called Georgetown Hospital just
his home in Rancho kis administration a pup- after Congress adjourned
onDec. 21. •
9:30-5:00
pet of South Vietnam-Mirage. Calif.
NI arkel House Square 112-1812
His wife, Lila, and his
But David Scull, an at- Rosenthal, whose
Mon.-Sat:
district-rovered-severel- -chikiren, Debra_and_Edmiddle-class ward, were with Rosenneighborhoods in Queens, thal when he died.
s New York City borough,
In addition,' Rosenthal
was a lawyer. He was is survived by his mother
elected to Congress by 264 and a sister. Funeral arvotes in a special rangements were not imFebruary 1962 election.
mediately announced.

Rep. Rosenthal, war
opponent, crusader
for consumers, dies

Sportswear 30% to 50% Off

friorm-Vil

or

Shoes 1/2 Price
--, ,7-if TI
CY

_

1 29

After Christmas Sale

,.
&•
0
1

Ail

PET OF THE WEEK - "Dutchess," sigbtinontlis old. Doberman and Yi German Shepard,
spayed, has had all shots and is house broken is
available along with lots of other puppies and four
young Collies for adoption at Animal Shelter, 106 E.
Sycamore Est_ just east of South Fourth Street,
operated by Humane Society of Callaway County.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 10 a.m.
to5 p.m., Monday through Friday,10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Saturday,and noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.

Employees given awards
FRANKFORT, Ky. and supply costs by using
(API - Gov. John Y. smaller and lighter
Brown Jr. on Tuesday weight enevlopes.
Other money-savers inpresented 12 state
employees with cash cluded purchasing a sew,
awards and certificiates ing machine to repair paof recognition for money- tients' damaged clothing
saving ideas for state at the Kentucky Correcgovernment.
tional Psychiatric Center
The awards were part at LaGrange; distrubtion
of the Kentucky of generic cigarettes
Employees Suggestion rather than brand-name
System, an incentive pro- products at the same
gram that rewards facility; and safety and
employees who find ways efficiency modifications
to save state money to trucks used for
through efficiency and highway maintenante.
The awards totaled
safety measures at work.
Six of the 12 award win- $2,700 and accounted for
ning suggestions dealt savings of $13,675 over a
with improving ad- one-yeat period.
mn
a tve effittency-- The cash awards are
through redesign, con- paid by the agency realizsolidation or reuse of ing the savings and
forms; one saved time amounted to 10 percent of
and money by improving the documented or
verfication methods in estimated savings for the
child support welfare; first year, not to exceed
another reduced postage $2,500..

Wed

OFF
STORE WIDE
3 DAYS ONLY
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Jan. 6th, 7th 8th
\mer
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*All Athletic Shoes— SOO Styles
*Worm Ups — All Men's, Ladies, and Childrens
*School Jackets
*Tennis Outfits
*Footballs, Basketballs, Soccer Balls
*Hooded Sweat Tops Si Pants
*Tennis and Rocqootboll Roasts
(Head, Wilson, DunIcig.-Prince)

*Jerseys, T-Shirts, Nylon & Satin Jackets
Sizes

Youth 6.18. Adult XS lbw XI

Select from tire largest humor
tory of athletic shoes in this
orea...Nike, Pomo, Convene,
AdWiss, Pro-Kids, Triter's,
kooks, Tiger, Pony, New
Balance, Spot-lint, tato,
Au&

Over 200 worm -ups in stock.
AM styles & colors, yea% titre
mini XL. AdWias, Winning
Ways, Coen Canal, Loom
Togs, Bessie.

This is what yoo've been waiting for.

AA,

Beef up your appetite. Buy one
delicious Big Roast Beef' Sandwich

FREE!

?Ilk

•No coupon necessary.
ArinUt 4flandwichis por custais,--jor
*Good for a ',rimed time only at participating Hardsers•

4

1

,

141,1 II -4 Till

iI RH 41 .

.1.1.1H,1H A I

ethsrs411% Januar•

I `WI

NOW START
COLLECT NG'
A ElEAUT
SET OF'
SITIO EINARE
4.%

a.

I
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Presenting ine imported
Stoneware from the

Di4,-411;eotte4z04.

'in three beautiful patterns.
Hand decorated Daniele Stoneware is
made from specially prepared clay
Glazed and fired at high temperatures.
this beautiful stoneware has exceptional
durability, strength, and chip resistance And
now it can be yours at these special prices'

Traitside

-14

Feature-of-the-week.pieces only

EACH
With each $5.00
purchase.

Sand Pebbles

A different place setting piece
featured each week for

15BIG WEEKS
Each place setting piece is featured three
different times throughout the-program.
Buy as many pieces as you wish!

4k.
4L -S4

ffdialp091-1E-WEEK SCHEDULE
,„„,,„

A40-Piece
Matchirip accessories
=m
g
Service for Eight also available:,
can be yours
for only
Oc
69c
69C
69
`
69
`
EACH
100110

"6..CCX

..
-1i-

ST"
TE
"

er
s
. auc

it:r

Only

Fountu
totem
FOUNTIES1,4
*AN*
-

Dfft

'grim
if P4TH
$11,
ith,
.
*Eta

B
ikeld 4

Cup

These beautiful accessory peoes are available at
low prices to complete your Stoneware collection No
purchase required'

otmer

CM

Only

-

On*

Only

•Soup Comet-owls(4) • Small Serving Bowl

wdr, eat t•

EACH

EACH

VVIar
ch

- EACH

EACH

Wip
i
sh

Alai

With

WOO
purchase

porCr,a5r

autrhase

A .

purchase

• Sugar 'Creamer

purctrase

• Your choice of pattern

Start your collection today!

on our plan

.

• Vegetable Bowl

•‹,-AssAtiniiW'Cover.

• FiOuna Platter

• Gravy Boat W Stand

• Salt $ Pepper

• Butter Dish W Cover

• Mugs(2)

I.
Knoxville mayor says 172 city employees will lpse jobs
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OBITUARIES
Rev. Hopkins lb Douglass'
dies; funeral funeral rites
on Tuesday
conducted
The funeral for the
Rev A I. Hopkins was
Tuesday at 2 p m. at St
John No 3 Freewill Baptist Church, Tiptonville.
li.ft•nn The Rev Frank
Williams. officiated
Vanderford Funeral
Home of South Fulton.
Tenn , was in charge of
arrangements
The Rev Hopkins. 58.
'fiptonville. Tenn died
Saturday at 8 30 p m at
Veterans Administration
Hospital. Memphis,
'Fenn
Ile was a member of
Mt Zinn Freewill Baptist
liurc h. and also had
served as minister there
Born May 29. 1924. in
kson, lenri, he was
the son of Fannie Hopkins
arid the late Mose
Hopkiris
Survivors are his wife.
Mr s
M iririie
EUbilfikS
If pkirs (iiN horn he was
inarned May 7. 1155, six
laueliters, Shirley
Hopkins. Caruthersville,
ti
FitI11111*
Arthur Jean South and 1.anla
Croon City,
T cii n
t: e rid olyn
Ilopktn, and Melody June
Hopkins. Tiptorivilte,
Iti•W
I inn
son. Ronald
ff,pkins, Murray
' Also surviving are his
mother. .Mrs Minnie
II pkin'. Louisville, four
sisters
Letha Carr.
.1 a k son
Tenn . Lid)
Maxv- r-11-. Louisville
Mars Voris, Sullivan.
In-I
and Essw Walls,
Vast St Lows,Ill, one
t,
t h cr. De ro psey
1 as or
Youngstown.
Ohio
si-ven grandto:drim
•

Services for IL. E
Douglass were today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev Roland Jones
and Wayne Halley officiated Music was by
Gus Robertson, Jr., and
Richard Jones
Active pallbearers
were Perry Hendon.
Howard McNeely, James
Swann, Dick Sykes, Dr
Hugh Oakley and Jimmy
limey
Honorary pallbearers
were Robert Swann,
Eunice Henry, Herbert
Perry, Sam Caltioun, Ira
Dill and ;onion Crouch
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery
Mr Ikaiglass, 78. 1307
Olive Blvd . died Monday
at 2-52 p in at MurrayCallowa) Count).
Hospital
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs Nova Miller
Douglass: four sutlers.

.

Working men
tend to live
more years
WASIHNI;TON
According to a SIMIiII
Security' study . Melt who
continue to work after
reaching age 62 tend to
live longer than those
who take early retirement
Analysts said their
study , released Monday.
Ak.a.s_liased on records of
64
'2 non -disabled
4irk yrs
ho became
eligible (fir Si WWII
'unts
1962 and 1972
Among men who filed
for i:arly retirement
benefits when they turned
62 in 1962. 81 percent were
alive six years later,
compared with 86 percent
of their peers. who did not
retire early
In the sante age group.
42 percent of the male
early retirees were still
alive in 1977 at age. 78,
compared with 51 percent
of the own who did not
retire early
Although women exhibited a sinplar pattern,
the difference in their
survival rates was very
small, the analysts said
American colonial
force, defeated the
British at the Battle of
Princeton, N J in 1777

jSOW/r) S.

-The World's Fair was
the foundation that gave
us the opportunity to do
what we did." said Tyree,:
the' unsuccessful
Democratic candidate for
governor in the Nov. 2
election.
-Life Is 'tough in
municipal government
and it's no( going to get
any easier in the near
future," he said.
Dave Daughtry. the
mayor's press secretary,
is among the workers in
16 City departments who
are to lose their jobs later

this month. Tyree met opposition from City Council a year ago when he
created Daughtry's
$21.300-a-year
Welfare Director
Lowell Ramsey. who was
to have been laid off,
resigned Monday.
"It's never easy to
make layoffs .. but I
honestly don't know how
else wt could have addressed the problem."
Tyree said. "The city of
Knoxville is not a
charitable institution."
The staff reductions in-

dud, the forced ed on a 73-acre downtown
retirements of
firsiagg
ll = eite last May 1 and dosed
often and
, Oct. 31, predisced about
which were announced 84.f million in tame for
lad month. Six of those the city since July 1181.
employees have agreed
The, entrgy-theme exto retire, but mod others - position recorded an athave sued the city to keep tendance of more than 11
their }ohs.
million and attracted exThe forced retirements hibits from 16 nations, the
were to have taken effect 18-nation European
Dec. 31. but were delayed Economic Community,
until Jan. 25, when Mx states and more than
Special Chancellor 80 corporations and
Chester Rainwater Jr. is organizations.
The fair produced more
totrythelawswt.
City officials say the tax money than expected
World's Fair• which open- during the bookkeeping

seeking to overturn the
election

lion of

regularities in the elecRonald C
Packard

Archer
Republican Johnnie R.
Crean. a millionaire
businessman who
defeated Packard in the
June primary. came in
third.
It is believed to be the
most expensive House
election in history, with
campaign spending expected to exceed $3
million when final spending figures are in.
Archer contested the
election, leading to the
trial which began Monday before Superior
Court Judge Franklin Orfield. Testimony was to
continue today.
Archer. who also is asking the House of
Representatives to investigate, says the ekeLion outcome was changed by a conspiracy inside
and outside the polling
places in fayor of
Packard.
Packard's attorney,
Terry Knoepp, said he
will show that the problems were caused by
voter Confusion and
didn't affect the outcome

KNOXVILLE. Tenn.
1 AP) - Mayor Randy
Tyree says 172. city
employees will lose their
Job'thaurbonth to erase a
projected All million
budget deficit caused by
smaller-than-expected
World's Fair tax
revenuess
But in announcing the
layoffs and forced
retirements Tuesday,
Tyree said Knoxville's
financial troubles would
be worse had it not been
for the six-month exposilion.

Congressman wins election as results of write-in vote
SAN DIEGO (API
Ballot tampering and
defaced voting booklets
helped a little-known dentist become only the
fourth person in history to
reach Congress on a
write-in vote, according
to testimony in a trial

Witnesses testified this
week that precinct
The Republican
workers opened secret dictate. a former mayor of
ballots, ignored defaced Carlsbad. won the Nov 2
voting booklets and com- election by 8,000 votes
mitted othe---r ir- over Democrat Roy Pat

Universe age calculated

Mrs J H McHood and
H 0S ToN
Al'
Astrophysical Journal
Mrs. It Q. Knight, Ht. 5, Astronomers have long
Janes and DeMarque
Mrs. Kenton Miller, Mur- disagreed over the age of recalculated the age of
ray, and Mrs Merchel the universe, but two new stars that lie in groups
Hopkinsville, two
brothers. Harold
Douglass and Earl
Douglass. Murras

studies using' different
measuring techniques
have calculated its age at
about 12 billion years
Sonic scientists argue
that the universe is as
young as 7 billion years.
others
as old as 20 billion
PIKEVILLE. Ky Al'
.years,
but according to
A Pike County 'coal
miner died Tuesday when professors Kenneth Janes
a slatr of tork-reirtinhim, of Boston University and
Pierre_ DeMarque. of
officials said "
Thestil Ed- Yale, the universe's ageward Slone, 33, of Red' is closer to 12 billion •
Their theory is being
Creek, was working at
MS Coal ('u 's No 4 published in the January
mine at Regina when the issue of The
accident' ocCurred about
8:15-1rim. said Elltro
Coyer, district supervisor
for the state Department
of Mines and Minerals
It was the state's first
underground mining
fatality of 1983
LOUISVILLE, K
Coyer said Mines and
Mayor Harvey
Al'
Minerals officials were Sloane is urng the
investigating the acci- Board of Aldermen to
dent.
reconsider a plan to anA funeral will be held nex six areas in Jefferson
for Slone at 10 a ro Fr, Count), saying forced anday at Chloe Creek nexation would inflame
Regular Baptist Church. the community
and he will Ix- buried at
Sloane held a nea
Young ference Moriiiay asking
Arinir E
Cemetery at East Shel- the aldermen to "hold
biana
off," said said he will also
Slone is survived by his meet *all aldermen inparents. Thestil and dividually He said if an
Sophie Slone of Red ordinance is passed to anCreek, his wife, 'Lena nex an area where are ivScott Slone; three sons, a posed, he will veto it
daughter, a brother and
Sloane, who is running
five sisters*
for the Democratic'
'nomination for governor,
acknowledged that local
Prices furnished by First controversy could have
of Michigan. Woodman an adverse effect on his
Bldg
campaign, but said his
•
.•• 44
:
main concern is that
Louisville and Jefferson
4.• i•••414.t.
County make a good im▪
44 WI41.4••
kat4.444.1
pression on business and
apart*
itephoto
Industrial prospects
!..4psd
7•••
"The best we can do for

Miner killed

billion years. John P. Huchra of the
Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics
called globular clusters in Cambridge is one of
located near the center of another group of
the Earth's galaxy. Using astronomers who base
a formula based on their estimate on the
physics and the life cycle velocity that the stars are
of stars, they concluded moving away from the
that these stars ail. about earth Their still un16 billion years old and published data shows that
that the universe is more- the universe is 12 billion
or 13 billion years old.
than 18 billion years old
Among these scientists'
Rut Janes says that if
possible errors in star basic measuring tools is a
observations And phenomenon known as
theoretical assumptions the red shift, As stars.
are taken into account, move rapidly away from
it's possible "to squeeze the Earth, the light they
the age down" to about 12 give off shifts toward the
red end of the spectrum

Major Harvey Sloane
not for city annexation

Stock market
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Come in today and see our selection
of workshoes, workboots, western
boots and converse athletic shoes. We
also have plumbing and electrical
repairs and hardware.

JOHN NANNY Owner
2206 C•Ww•ter RI.

753-2320

THIS IS IT MEN!
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THE SALE YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!
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GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

All Dry Cleaning
Thru January 31st

Corn-Austin Most Famous Sale
Starts Monday January 3rd, 9:00 a.m.
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
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of the election.
had defaced a voting
Packard. 51, was sworn booklet - that was to be
In Monday to represent used by other voters - by
California's 43rd District. crossing-out the names of
which includes parts of Crean and Archer and
northern San Diego Coun- writing- in Packard's
ty and southern Orange name. She said she was
County. He is the fourth following instructions in
person ever elected to campaign literature for
Congress on a write-in Packard she received in
vote, according to the the mail.
Library of Congress.
Mrs. Rigley's name
Registrar of Voters was turned over to the
Ray Ortiz testified Mon- District Attorney's office
day that 58 percent of the after election day,- but no
1,908 voting booklets in charges have been filed.
the San Diego County por- She testified after the
tion of the district had judge advised her that
been defaced, some more she 'didn't have to inthan once. He said 939 of criminate herself. the altered booklets were
Robert Barehnann of
quickly corrected or Encinitas testified that a
replaced.
pollworker opened the
'Here is a cross ,envelopes
envelopes that surround
through the names of
Barelmann said
Crean and Archer ... Here he thought the pollworker
Is an erasure, a correc- was looking to see if he
tion of what appears to be' had written in Packard's
something written in ... name.
There appears to be the
Ortiz, who certified
name crossed out in ink," Packard as the winner
Ortiz said ashe described Dec. 3, . said he did not
some of the defaced believe the defaced .
voting booklets.
booklets would have afl.ydie Rigley of Vista fected the outcome of the
testified Tuesda that she electi .

- THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

Once scientists . know

the speed of a star, they
can calculate its
distance. The most distant stars are. believed to
be those 'that' are moving
our to.
economy is to away from the Earth the
create an atmosphere of fastest because the
Units
working universe is thought to
together, not fighting have begun as one enoramong ourselves," he mous fireball that explodsaid
ed, scattering pieces in
every direction The most
distant stars are -also
believed to be the oldest. •
chra and his
IMUISVILLE. Ks
associates have come up
Al'f
A truck carrying with a new value for a
40,000 pounds of bananas ratio known as the Hubslipped off the road Tues- ble constant that gives
day and backed up traffic the distance of a star once
more than one mile at an its speed is known
exit ramp between Interstate 65 and Fern
Valley Road
The driver, James
111
Stevens. 38, Albany, Ind ,
was treated for abrasions
on both arms and a fractured hand
Police said that he lost
control of the truck after
the brakes failed
Another truck loaded
with liquor overturned on
the same exit ramp last
wee*.

4

I

year which began July 1,
1981 and ended last June
38. But during this bookkeeping year. it produced
much less tax
than expected, cit7g
nn
ridge said.
Tyree said the staff cutbacks should erase an expected 81.8 million budget
deficit this year and save
the city about $4 Milli411/1
during the bookkeeping
year which begins July 1.
Knoxville's charter requires city government to
balance its budget each
year.

/
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LSU plays at Kentucky tonight

By CHARLES WOLFE
Asascisted Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - 14111111gidu State
Coach Dale Brown says
his young Tigers mast
Play aggressively, yet
keep their wits, in
tonight's Sotitheistern
Conference basketball
pune against No. 1 Kentucky..
Brown said Tuesday
that his Tigers have been
overly cautious in some
fames and reckless in
others while winning
eight of 12 starts.
'That's why you need
to have a veteran team.
These last two years, we
have not had veteran
tearmi," Brown said.
Despite ISU's troubles,
an upset tonight isn't unthinkable, he said.
"If anybody thinks
they're going to get
through the league
withoid getting whipped,
they're not living on this
planet," Brown said.
"Now,I think there are
some people who have a
real good chance of going
Undefeated at basne..Kentacky being one of them,"
Brown said. "I think if
you go undefeated at

home, you've locked the
league (title) op."
LSU lost its SEC opener
at Vanderbilt Monday
night by 6745. The most
shocking upset of the
night, however, was No. 5
Alabama's 1045 loss at
Kentucky, 9-1 overall,
whipped visitinK
Mississippi 72-60 in
another SEC opener
"I'm not very happy
and, yet, jhow unhappy
must the her coaches
be'!" Brown said. "All the
1SEC) teams lost on the
road and we had the
smallest point spread. We
kat by two, Alabama
lost by four and
everybody else got blown
out."
The loss to Vanderbilt
was ESU's third straight
squeaker, coming on the
heels of a 51-49 victory at
Texas-El Paso and a 6746
decision over visiting St.
Francis of Pennsylvania.
[SU -4c1 won five
straight gaakes and 10 of
its last 12 agaih# Vanderbilt. And, in past years,
the Tigers would have
been prohibitive favorites
over Texas-El Paso and
St. Francis.

What's missing this
season'
"Just experience,"
Brown said. "It's like
moving in with your wife
after you've dated her.
You finally find out who
she is and she finds out
who you are.
" . But it's all gomg to
work out. We're improving each week. We just
haven't ironed it all out
yet. And! have to be
realistic. We will have
played nine of 13 games
on the road" after
tanight
Offensively, LSU has
been a two-man team.
Senior Howard Carter,
averaging 16.3 *tints,
and junior ',canard Mitchell, averaging 14.6, are
.the only Tigers in double
figuresEither Carter or' Mitcheilhas led the team in

scoring in 10 of its 12
Kentucky is expected to
games Freshman Doti cosinter with seniors DerRedden led the Tigers rick Hord and (lurks
with 23 points in a 96-76 Hurt and junior Melvin
victory over Hawaii- Turpm up front, with
Pacific. but is out for the ltilior I hi-k Minniefield
season with a shoulder in- and junior Jim Master at
jury, Brown said
the giants
I.SU's probable
Hord, who scored just
starters tonight will be Iii points against Ole
Carter, Mitchell and Miss, continues to lead
sophomore Steffond Kentucky with a 13.6Johnson on the front line, point scoring average
with junior Johnny Jones Turpin is second at 123,
and freshman Jerry followed by Master at
Reynolds in the 12_2, Hurt at 10 and Mtnniefield at 8 7
backcourt

Tough road ahead
for Connors in Prix
NEW YORK I Al')
Top-seeded Jimmy Connors will have a tough
road to travel if he is to
capture .the -$400,000
Volvo Grand Prix
Masters tennis tournamentlater this month
The tournament, which
will be staged at Madison
Square Garden Jan 1823, features the top 12
players from the 1982
Grand Prix series, which

connects 80 tournaments
worldwide
Connors, along with
second-seeded Guillermo
Vitas of Argentina, No. 3
Ivan I.endl of
Czechoslovak:a and No 4
John McEsiroe, received
first-round byes
With Connors in the top
half of the draw are
Lend', who won a recordtying 15 tournaments in
SHOW TIME
ThurSday night In Racer Arena former Murray State eager
1982, including last year's
Gary Hooker will lead the Harlem.Globetrotters in what will be a homecoming of
Volvo Masters: two-tune
sorts for the one-time Racer. TheTrotters will beg/1h their entertaining style of
AtiStratiari Open 'Minipion Johan Knek , Steve basketball beginning at 7.30 p.m. The Murray Jaycees are sponsoring the event.
Denton Vitas GeruLaitLs,
the Cariachaiif0Perfailinpion and runner-up her a •
year ago, and Yannick
Nosh, the ace of the
French Davis Cup iram
The-bottom
f of (7
draw features Vitas,
MeEnroe, French Open
champion Mats Wdander
Murray State will nits
of Sweden, Jose Luis
nspionship pia ('C iii t t. I \
. Clerc of Argentina, Jose resume conference cons Last week, I tanning Its
141
1 •
N-Higueras of Spain and petition this 'wei:kend first holiday tourruement 15iPulltN - 111 tilt' I1,455
Aridres Gomez of Spain
1)1,
with Youngstown State tstla. since
hinn4; n; iif 11.11
First-round • pairings iFriday ) and Akron 1%5
field Is
.11s4, 11.h1
send into battle Knek and
Saturday as the Racers'
"We'represuel elur if retiounds eight .c,••1•1 ,
Debton, who, played for are off to their. best start
Ir.. f!,,
fort," Racer head coach .11141 four steals
the title ot theAustralian in over a decade
of the tearn to the Ch.iniph.liRon Greene
Open for the Ord two
The Racers' It 1 mark tourney win 'We'%c henl kind tfi t )i II ei,• Ih
years; Gerulaitis
represent:1 the schoe,l's so many highs since I str.eight %It t,.(s Noah; Wilander. and.
1 %ant all IIIt,.
Nkilt•st beginning since the came bark to Muria) Its
Clem and Higueras and
1970-71 season when MSt1 COM"h in 1978,1
1.111'b th. .clii..r •
fiat, .111141
Gomez.
won eight of its In st nine NIT bids, two I:taste-rem A* liki. I;lert II. Erip.%
The winner will collect
games iin4 finished with championships
.11151.
scion
$100,000.
kind this is Another rr4sIsIslIjIsti UR .1 flat i.,11.11
Connors, who captured a 19-5 recorit Murray Stail,,,,downed one "
11*% VI I (husk
%III .0% cl
the 1962 Grand Prix
93-63 and
ord ha m
MSI; senior forward )"‘oft111.1111 urrialtlIN .161'1\
bonus pool, will receive
$600,000 for finishing first Alabama Iiirmingh
(:len Greene. who- was the Vasterri media to our
1111 75) to win the tlAtt named the inixst
in the year-long senes
I Conti nuesi on l'g 214

MSU hosts Penguins Friday

-

Racers resume competition
With weekend OVC clashes

OVC honors Green
as Player of Week
NA.SHV I 1,1 , Tenn ) APi Murray State's Glen
i:reen has been selected as the Ohio Valley..Con.,
terms. basketball Player of the Week
Green, a 6-foot-6 senior forward from Henderson.
Ky., led the Racers to the LIAB Classic title last
weekend He scored 43 points with nine rebounds,
nine assists and four steals in victories over Fordham and Alai:anus-Birmingham
This is the third tune tins Season Green has either
shared or been honored outright as the conference
Player of the Week
The OVC Rookie of the Week is John DeCamillis
of Eastern Kentucky, who made the all-tournament
team at the Music City Invitational tournament at
Vanderbilt He scored 29 points and handed out
eight assists in two games
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NFL strike takes toll on playoff ticket soles
By The Aasociated Press the expanded 16-team
The 57-day day Na- playoffs only four days
tional Football League away, even such stalwart
player** strike, which NFL cities as Dallas and
reduced regular' season Green Ray were reporNFL attendance to a 12- ting thousands of tickets
year low,tglaking its toll dill available for this
-on ticket sales for the weekend's games
The Cowboys, who had
*Yana.
With the first game in sold out for 44 straight

Family Problems?

games until the first
weekend after the strike,
reported that more than
25,000 tickets were unsold
for Sunday.'s game with
Tampa Ray •
In Green Bay, the
Packers last failed to sell
out in 1959, the late Vince
Lornbardi's first year as

problems on the gib, f anon( sal two

5ftO40 Drinking Problem!

Regional Alcohol Resource
(502)825-5100 Ext. No.648
or(502)683-0133

coach. But the% reported
about 20,000 tiekets
available for 'Saturday's
game with St Ansi% and
little prospect they would
all be sold by gauss'time
An Associated Press
survey of no-shows :Mil
tickets in the
UnS014
seven weeks of post
strike football fount) (lust
NEI. stadiums were, on"
the average, just over 76
percent full for the 911
games played
The NFL fourthsl nopeople who
shims
bought tickets but didn't
bother to attend the *aim
- at 11.6 percent this
year compared to 6 7 inNN
1981. No shows for die
post-strike period were
12.3 rcent, according to
the AP's figures
The .1"_!rt...—„z.....• average
per-game atVeddarwr for
the full season at 53,000,
with no-shinis not included. Iasi seaman, average
paid attendance was
-06,745, an ali4tIlbe record,
with nesahows included in
the tally

6
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Some like NFL playoffs ... some don't

fly.BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
'This season's expanded
Super -Bowl tournament,
the result of the 57-day
players' strike, is
yourself..save
something the National
Football Lugo, should
seriously consider for the
future. says William H.
Sullivan Jr.. president of
the New England
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section of the country is a Cincinnati and the Los
little slower in having Angeles Raiders would
large attendance have qualified in the
numbers unless the AFC, along with wild
teams are in a pennant cards San Diego and Pittsburgh. In the NFC, it
race," he said.
would have been chamThe system enabled pions Washington.
Green
most teams to remain in
Bay and Atlanta. plus
playoff contention for
nearly the whole seiuor( Dallas and Minnesota.
Going into the next-to-last
It would have meant
weekend of the season, that New England. the
only three of the 211 NFL New York Jets and
-teams had been Cleveland would not have
eliminated from the made it in the AFC. and
Super Bowl tournament. St. Louis, Tampa Bay and
and heading into the final Detroit would have been
weekend, only six were out in the NFC.
out
"Maybe, by accident
Under the past format, we have stumbled onto
the three division cham- something." Sullivan
pions and two "wild said. "For the long run,
card" teams from each the more-teams involved
conference qualified for in the playoffs. the
the playoffs. Using that---greater lien) interest
system this season, first- there is going to be.
place finishers Miami,
"I would think that

somebody sitairter than I
Presidents Jim Kenai
could come up with the of the Jets, Bing Devine
best playoff) -format of St. Louis and Art
from both plans."
Modell of Cleveland
agreed with Schramm.
While Sullivan is highly
"I think what was done
In favor of increasing the this season was good only
number of teams in the for this year," said Kenplayoffs, he appears to ▪ -It was fair and it
have very little support
served its purpose. But I
"Of the
I've would not want to see it in
talked to. there is very lit- the future. There were
tle sentiment for continu- too many teams in the
ing the playoff format of
playoffs. I don't think
this season," said Tex
more than half your
Schramm, president of teams
should be in the
the Dallas Cowboys and
playoffs."
head of the NFL's Com"Whatever was done
petition Committee.
this season was done
"I think what they did under unusual cir(this season) was the best cumstances." said
thing they could have Devine. "It I regulardone under the cir- season NFL strike ) never
cumstances. It was an ex- happened before and I
pediency, you could say. I hope it will never happen
think most clubs are in again. It ithe playoff
favor of going back to the system ) was done to meet
a situation."
previous format."
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We are your
door to...
Your ad in the Murray
Ledger and Times and The
Murray Ledger and Times
Shopping Guide, which is
published every Thursday
reaches 16,800 homes in
Murray and the surrounding area.
Call today for help in planning your ad...whether in
classified advertising or
display advertising.

ALL TOURNAMENT-Three Racers were named to the six-member University of Alabama-Birmingham
Classic All Tournament team including Most Valuable Player Glen Green (far right), Lamont Sleets (next to
Green) and Ricky Hood (third from left). Murray State won the UAB CLusic championship last week and
resumes its regular schedule Friday when the Racers host Youngstown State.

Racers resume ...
team but Its difficult in
OA area to get the oppo unity to show our
talents"
Lamont Sleets and
Ricky Hood were also
named to the all tournament team Sleets,
a 5-10 junior guard,,
scored 35 points and had
six assists and six steals
in the tourney. Hood, a 6-7
senior center, scored 'a
career high 29 points in
the win over UAB, including four stirring slam
dunks Hood also grabbed
15 rebounds in the tournament
Murray State now turns
its attention back_lo the
Ohio Valley Conference.
"That's what we're here
for - to win the OVC,"
Greene said
MSU, currently 2-0 in
OVC play, hosts the
Youngstown State
Penguins Friday mght.
Coach Mike Rice, in his
first year at Youngstown
after leaving tiuquense,
has guided the Penguins
to a 8-3 mark this season.
YSU is 0-1 in the OVC,
having dropped a 76-74
decision at home to Tennessee Tech.
Youngstown will we-

(Continued from Pg. 18)

sent a large challenge to
Hood and the rest of the
Racers' inside players, in
the form of 7-1 junior
center Ricky Tunstall.
The Penguins' first 7tooter ever, Tunstall
leads YSU with a 12.9
scoring average and also
tops the team in rebounding. Tunstall has blocked an incredible 49 shots
in nine games.

far ). The 64guard paced
Akron in scoring in 25 of
the team's 26 games last
year.
6-5 Wayne Pierce, a
junior college transfer,
has given Coach Bob
Rupert's team a boost,
averaging just under 15
points per game while
playing small forward

Outside, the Penguins
boast 6-5 junior Art McCullough, a - native of
Ashland, Ky. McCullough
ranks second in the OVC
in. field goal percentage
1.597( and is averaging
12.8 points. McCullough
aersunted for 41 points in
the Penguins' two games
against MSU last season.

Rams fire coach 'for fans'

Saturday, the Racers
take on on improved
Akron yearn, which will
enter the game with an
unblemished 1-0 OVC
ledger. The Zips' big gun
is preseason All-OVC
choice Joe Jakubick, the
conference's _ leading
scorer. Jakubick scored a
career high 38 points in
Akron's 11646 Ktu,y vvvr
Tennessee Tech 1 the
Zips' only OVC game thus

ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)
,Loti_ Angeles Rams.
owner Georgia Frontiere
says she fired head coach
Ray Malavasi, who guided the National Football
League club to its only
Super Bowl berth, "for
the sake of our fans."
Malavasi, who coached
the Rams into the Super
Bowl in MO, but who had
two losing seasons, was
relieved of his position
Tuesday, confirming
reports from early in the
season that he was on his
way out.
Mrs. Frontiere said in a
prepared statement:
"We are indebted to Ray
-tar -Arne fliik seasons of
football. He helped us into
the playoffs three times,

THE HARLEM
GLOBETROTTERS

Milloray Ledger & Times
and

-

Shoppipg Guide
753-1916
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O'Rourke
records
50th win
Calloway County Middle School coach Pete
O'Rourke notched his
51Itb victory with the girls
basketball program
Tuesday .night at North
Marshall.
The CCMS 7th grade
girls handled the hosts,
224, behind the eightpoint scoring of Tracy
Banks. Toni Catnip had
nine rebounds for the vie'
tors
O'Rourke's No.50 is a
school record coming
against only seven losses.
His 7th grade team is
undefeated, 3-0, this
season.
CCMS' boys 7th
graders dropped a 3.4-23
decision Tuesday also at
•
North Marshall.

Calloway County High
School's lreshmen girls
basketball team won a 34*.
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1001 Mafia

won two division cham:.
pionships and coached
our first Super Bowl
team. Unfortunately, the
results of the past two
seasons have fallen short
of our goal to give our
fans a winning team."

CCHS frosh
win 3414

TOMORROW!
7:30 PM
RACER ARENA

Wierray Ledger & Times

and big guard. Inside,Akron's top performer is
6-7 senior Tim Spikes,
who averages 7.6 rebounds.
Murray State has won
Its last five outings
against the two Ohio
schools. Tipoff for both
games will be 7:30 p.m.
((ST).

_10
4 "1"
0-:
.. 01sieriPieell6
-11.11
/1The Lady Laker* improved to 2-0 behind the
eight-point output by
Terri Lamb and seven
points from Amberly
Moss Thursday tne
COiS girls play North
Marshall.
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Men's

Women's
Panties
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to Size
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Thermal Tops
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40 Pages, 20 Sheets
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Teo Pot
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Floaters Weighted
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It's hard to know what
.
to make of The Toy.
If it's intended strictly
for kids, it's a modest
success. At any rite, the
small kids in the audience
of the show I attended
giggled a lot. They seemed to especially enjoy the
rich kid's tricks on
Richard Pryor. Every
time a bucket of goop fell
on Pryor's head. I heard
little chirps of pleasure
coming from the audience i I hope the chirps
weren't coming from
adults,
The stereotyped
characters also indicate
that The Toy was intended for kids The movie
features-a dumbblonde,a
poor little rich kid, an
unfeeling industrialist, a
poor black with soul, a
cowering yes-man, and
an authoritarian German
all of which
servant
are drawn without a trace
of an adult sensibility
The.chasa scene through
the posh lawn party. with
all the swells uttering
harun phs and then falling into the._pinich and
pie, also tells us that the
movie is probably a kid's
movie
The -problem is the

movie's two stars
Gleason and Pryor -- proto
bably lead
rrelovie
'
Pi
believe that
has something for adults .
It doesn't. The Toy is
really just kid's stuff.
about as substantial as
froth atop foam.
Pryor is at his best only
when he can let it loose
when he can deal with the
kind of scatological adult
comedy that is designed
for young white audiences who are eager,
and agreeably, shocked,
to hear a black talking'
jive street language In
The Toy his job is to take
pratfalls, to show the kind
of wide-eyed fear that
Stepenfetchit used to
specialize in, and to get
maudlin every now and
then. In theist. roles,
Pryor as just another
comedian.'
Adults, there's not
much here for you Kids.
the movie has some gigAles but) thin* I'd save
tny money for The Dark
Crystal.
Rated PG due to a few innocuous four-letter
words and .sorne bosom
Jokes that tWelve- and
thirteen-year-olds might
enjoy

Paducah's Heublein to close
PADUCAH, Ky. ti,tP) Paducah in 1978, and
— Citing a weak market Gov. John Y, Brown Jr
for liquor products in the were informed of the,
Sun Belt, Heublein Spirits decision at mid-morning
President Robert Weiss Tuesday.
Weiss said at the news
has announced the dosing of the company's conference. that "we
never had the slightest
-Pad ah_plant.
Weiss, -reading a regret .building the pillar
prepared. statement here. We can't tell you
Tuesday, called the plan how sorry we ere to close
"tentative" but added, this plant."
"We are closing. That is
Paducah Mayor John
certain."
Penrod said the decision
A final decision will be caught him by surprise.
"I knew that we
made after talks between
the company and Local weren't going to hear any
1557 of the United Paper- good news when I got a
workers International call this morning and.wes
Union. The final decision told the company had an
must await discussions important announcement
with the union because of to make," Penrod said.
a clause in the union's 'This is bad. news for
contract that mandates Paducah's economy."
Heublein, a subsidiary
such talks before the
plant can be closed, of R.J. Reynolds Industries Inc., anticipated
Weiss said.
But Kevin Chase, a strong growth in the
spokesman for the Hart- distilled spirits Industry
toed, Conn.-based corn- when plans for the plant
pany, echoed Weiss' were laid in the 1970s,
remarks saying it is company officials said.
unlikely the decision But the merket showed,
little movement in 1980
would be reversed,
The closing of the pro- and 1981 and sales dropduction and bottling ped by an estimated 6
plant, which cost about percent in 1982, they said.
Heublein is the second
825 million, will put 230
people out of work. Most distiller to leave the state
had not received their In recent months. Similar
notification letters Tues- economic reasons prompday and heard about the ted Joseph E. Seagram &
closing by radio and Sons to announce tentative plans in November
television broadcasts.
The Paducah plant is 1982 to dose its Louisville
one of four operated by distillery. A final decision
Heublein. Chase said the on that action, which
• isiors was made to would affect 400 workers,
close the Paducah plant, Is expected by Jan. 15.
whichua the_newest plant,.. The PaduciO_plant was
because it is the smallest designed to produce 8
million cases of liquor
of the four.
Since the facility was preclude a year. Producopened in 1978, there have tion included the bottling
been two labor strikes of Canadian whiskey and
when contract talks end- Puerto Rican rum, and
mared
ed without new the mixing trcli
agreements. However, cocktails and
The plant has been dosChaaq said the decision to
lose the facility was not ed since Dec. 29 because
related to those situa- of a company-wide
tions. "It is a corn- changeover to a new comde economic deci- puter system. The cornpears other plants- are
-sion," he said.
Paducah and Mc- located in Hartford,
County officials Conn., Menlo Park,
who took the lead in br- Calif.. and Allen Park.
ging the plant to Mich.

uddleston calls for changes

THE PADUCAH COCA-COLA
BOTTLING CO. EMPLOYEES
COULDN'T START THE NEW YEAR
WITHOUT THANKING YOU FOR THE OLD ONE.
1982 tuus o 9/401.yecti tot WI thianikS to Your Making
Coke.' TAB.'Sprifr7.• e--!epor Free'Seirite,•/?•",,
/44r Pibti A&W Rootbeer..-6 er4 Sanitise your favorite
soft drinks.
In fort, you mode the Past Year the crimson,year **I*
for us at the -Paducah CocaC010 Bottling ComPohic

That's *saes sally itnportont to usflame atAvestarn___
KentucWg frly home owned bor"_
Yagefe
not only our custoniert. you're our Mends,too. So thanks for drinkine Coke "r_._•_1 asisawnber, if there
was no champion, there wouldn't, be a chollarinec
•
Coke. Is It

ELIZABETHTOWN, under current rules," he
Ky. AP i — Sea Walter said
Huddleston, 1)-Ky., said
Huddleston said only
Tuesday it may be time to about half the
appropriachange congressional
bills
for
tions
various
rules to ensure timely branches of government
passage of a national
have been passed by both
budget and limit lengthy chambers, with the redebate.
mainder of government
"The lame duck session operating wider continudemonstrates the need ing appropriations.
for Congress to
streamline its procedures "Attempting to run the
to deal .with increasingly nation for two years an a
complex problems," continuing resolution inHuddleston told the stead of enacting a
Elizabethtown Rotary budget is not a proper
way to do business," he
Club.
r -mid. "It is apperese
lar
He noted delzust
have to retit'
a
tax legiala- the rules- permitting
on
unlimited debate and find
... "It is not always best to a mechanism by which
speed up tbe process, but we can ensure that essenIt appears that essantial tial legislation is resolved
work just awl bi done In a timely fashion."
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Queen opposed televised coronation
LONDON s--AP-e. - Britain's Queen Elizabeth.11
was opposed to having
her 1953 coronation
televised, but was overruled by then-Prime
Minister Winston Chin--

l•nlees your Texan is. an I irt h.edie
1/1.:Alt
he should resin% rhis hat while dining

auren
Lovesick In-Law
Needs Drastic Cure

chill
According to Cabinet
papers for 1§52 released
Saturday under Britain's
30-year rule. Elizabeth
was unhappy about the

athirst strain of I V
caisieras at her l'OrIall;r1•
Bon in Westminster Abbe The Duke of Norfolk.
who was responsible for
the arrangements. saa
nil tieeil for television-7

by Abigail Van

DEAR ABBY My ,sister.s husband- has always liked me
That's the problem Hr likes me more than I want_him to
lie hits propositioned me in the past: hut l'cr alwavs been
able to put him in his Viler without making a scene 4I'm
separated from rri hushand Thanksgiving night at mv
- mother's he cornered me in the kitchen. and I hod is.
threaten him with .i but her knife to keep hint- (non
'forcing himself on me lie smeared me; ',pato k and tore
my dress II said 1 wa a hillv and put on mv coat so
nobody would notice a
On another family oc(asion. he teelleesrel Ow into the
bedroom. locked the door and tried is rape me' Ile keeps.
telling me he •• ls.es- me 1 can't stand the sight of that
man, hut we are thrown together • senstontli because. he's
.
family
I can't tell mi stater because the have. three children
and she loves him. Resides. 1 don't vs ant to hurt her It's a
rvrn e"..lirel mar
terrible strain to keep out sat ha,,' v. as
at work and tned to talk me into seeing him
He's making l• nervous. wreck 4.1 ins. What should I do"
1411IS TRAPPE!)
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New governors to tackle economic problems
By JUDY GIBBS
Associated Press Writer
Faced with rising
unemployment,ancl plummeting state revenues,
four new governors -.three Democrats and a
Republican - promised
austerity measures and
in some .cases higher
taxes to balance budgets
as they teok the oath of office.
In California, Gov,
George Deukmejian. on
Monday -ordered a cut instate spending and
Wisconsin Gov. Anthony
S. Earl called for a temporary income tax and
higher sales and gasoline
taxes.
It is not a time for wringing of hands and arguing who's to blame," said
Minnesota Gov. Rudy
Perpich.
It is "a time for joining
together, for resolving to
be resourceful." said

Gov. Dick Bryan of
Nevada.
Seventeen new governors were elected in 1962,
and four of them were
sworn in Monday at three
state capitols and a high
school auditorium.
In his first executive
order, Deukmejian, the
Republican, ordered
California state spending
cut by 2 percent and froze
hiring, promotions,
transfers and out-of-state,
travel.
The former state attorney general became
California's 35th governor in a ceremony replete
with a band and flags pomp that outgoing Gov.
Edmund G. Bro n
eschewed at his first inaugural eight years ago.
Brown, who lost a U.S.
Senate bid, did not seek a
third term.
Deukmejian, 54, promised in his speech to cut

budgets before raising
taxes, but did not say he
would hold taxes at current levels. -Earl, 46. offered
Wisconsin residents no
such hope.
The pain Of Wisconsin's most hurtful
economic period since the
Depression is with us
he said as the
Legislature prepared to
meet today_ to consider
his proposals for higher
sales-and - gas-taxes,-- a
temporary income tax
and postponement of property tax relief.
Without new state
revenues, Earl said, the
state faces a $2.5 billion
deficit in the 1983-65 fiscal
years that begin July 1.,
He took office as
Wisconsin's 40th governor in the Capitol Rotunda.
In Nevada, Bryan promised tax reform

Reside•nts will benefit if percent income tax
Elsewhere, Democrat
"we can fashion a tax
system that is both'stable Ed lierschler.64. became
and fair.". he said. The Wyoming's first threecurrent tax system term governor when he
was sworn in Monday
• depends on sales taxes.
After the 1982 elections,
Bryan, 45, was sworn in
as the state's 25th gover- the nation's _statehouses _
nor on the stem of the were split among 16
Republicans and 34
state Capitol
- 14 - of the
Democrats,
, Perpich had himself inaugurated in the Hibbing Dem o.crat's were.
High School auditorium newcomers, although
to make a point about that group 1VcIuded
several like l'eMich,. who
education.
- -What I'm trying-to sar- presiowsly-heathe off
_
is that ow schools
and
UNSUCCESSFUL
the - students in them
King Charles I and his
must be the foundation of
the future, not tile (-r- supporters tried to. sieze
inging hostage of the five members of the
past," he said as he as he House of Conution_s in
became Minnesota's 86th 1642_ The attempt, was not
successful and only
governor.
weakened support for the
Perpich, who was
king's position against
governor from 1977 to
Oliver Cromwell
1978, told reporters he
believes the state will
have to continue the 6
percent sales tax and 10
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'Dukes toys turn on firm;stable toys still best sellers
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period of growth.
Ms money-losing cable
Hobble Honk dolls. television subsidiary,
Snoopy dolls and a chose to dump the unmenagerie of Sesame profitable KnickerStreet chsracters were bocker.
It has sold its most
added to the inventory.
The company's sales time-tested toys, incatalogue bulged to more cluding the Raggedy Ann,
than *peps. ,
Sesame Street. Snoopy
When the firm folded. It and Walt Disney lines, to
was the largest manufac. Hasbro Industries Inc. of
turer of stuffed toys in the Pawtucket. R.I., which
world, according to plans to continue their
Warner executives and production. "Stable toys are up
industry experts.
But as Knickerbocker some years and down
grew more trendy, its some years, but they're
risks soared. Indepen- basically dolls that don't
dent analysts suggest lose their popularity,"
Knickerbocker's said Holmes. "Raggedy
management did not Ann has been around
realise their empire could forever. Snoopy has been
be hurt by the television around forever. And
they'll continue to be
ratings game.
.
"Those things that are here."
no longer very popular do ENIMIMION=111111einemmene
not necessarily mean
they will no longer sell,"
said an executive for
Toys "R" Us, the world's
largest toy specialty
retail chain. "But many
stores just try to catch
the fads of the times, and
when the fad is over they
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that you have more energy
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EDISON, N.J.(AP) —
For years, an army of
smiling, orange-haired
Raggedy Ann dolls, reinforced by 22 varietiekof
cuddly stuffed toys, marched out of a toy factory
In this central New
Jersey commimity.
All seemed well for the
dolls' manufacturer, the
Knickerbocker Toy Co.,
and executives expanded
the operation by adding a
warehouse here and renting plush new corporate
offices in nearby Plainfield
Then, "The Dukes of
Hazzard" turned on
them
The trouble started
when some of the 60-yearold company's.stalwarts,
such as teddy bears and
fuzzy bunnies, lost
popularity. Knicker-
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way up to(number)3 or 4
In ratings, and we woke
up one morning and it
was way down," mid Jeffrey Holmes a vice president of Warner Communications the parent
company of Knickerbocker as well as Warner
Bros. Televilion, which
produces"Dukes."
Wawa and Schmieder
settled their contract
dispute with Warner
Bros. bat month and will
return to the show later
this season, but meanwhile, the program has
slipped to near 30th place
In the ratings.
It caught them
(Knickerbocker) by surprise. It caught us by surprise. 'Dukes' for a
number of years was a
very hot product,"
Holmes said. "You live

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

e

116 Pri le

backer turned to television for new ideas.
The company hrrested
heavily in a line of products band on one of
television's most popular
adventure series. "The
Dukes of Hazsani" Its
faith in the car-racing
hillbillies led to the
manufacture of an entire
line of pros:harts booed on
the show, including tiny
cars launched by plastic
wristbands.,
When two of the serial's
principal actors — Tom
Wopat and Jtrho
Schneider — quit last
summer, viewers soured
on the show and so did
retailers. Returned
shipments of Dukes toys
began pouring into the
warehouse.
"'The Dukes of Hazzard' show was all the
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and die with the success
of the show. And in a year
like this, with a deep
recession. retailers are
nervous and quick to
cancel orders"
Warner, which took
over the company five
years ago, announced the
day before Thanksgiving
It would scrap the toy
company, which analysts
projected world end the
year with a shortfall of up
to po
"Working here you can
foe they'f's not making
money," said Cliff
Jackson, a (Miming clerk
in Edison and one of 716
employees the company
is laying off. "We're shipping it out and getting it
beck almost asfast."
"Whet it boils _down to
was Warner had a problem on its hands with
Knickerbocker, of which
the decline in popularity
of'The Dukes of Hisizia-d.
was a very important
aspect," said Fred
Anschel, a Dean Witter
Reynolds entertainment
analyst. "I would
presume they were stuck
with a lot of inventory."
The company had come
a long way from the day
In 1922 when Leo S. White
founded a "toy hospital"
In New York City. White
had a knack for latching
onto time-enduring toys
that sold well with little
or no advertising and the
company prospered.
In 1964, White was
granted the exclusive
'rights to Raggedy Ann
and Raggedy Andy, dolls
based on the books about
a lovable rag doll and her
brother. He moved the
company from New York
City to NeW Jersey two
years later and the cornpany began its greatest
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Haunted WOUSe 519 99
We have E
Donkey
Kong and many more
Coast 110 COait Nerd
ware 753 8604

Will

do .babysitting

in

my home by day or by
'Also tight house
work
References and
experience 759 4649 or
153 4910
hour

13. For Sale or Trade

Homesfor-Sale

bedroom

Also tWO

apt
Hamlet
North opts on Stadium
View Drive 157 7550 Or

obi,Oen

753 7559

Two bedroom duplex in
Westwood Sub d
gas
Cali
very nice
heat
753 3946
Two turn.ished apts
very ni. e unlurn,shed
house for rent Deposit
required Cali 7$3 9839
Wanted

relpOnS•Dle
roommate

lennale

Omplefely

Share

tO
fur

e•
traiirr.e r re.sionanie
4011
89
Can
,
e•penses
'house

niSne

b. '• >on,

16th 7514604

a,r

un
derpinnei! storage )4 Houses for Rent
building (.1
's1 4066 Coleman Real Estate
or
759 4S19 •
/5) 91911
_
2 becItc, ••
For sole or rent 1...84. 1 --noose Ttrdiety 7 riknt
bedroom

it

4070

pi

11I

nOme%

iimomor
For Sole
30. Business Rentals.
Spinet-Console Building to, office or
commerc ial use at ross
Piano Bargain
from
the ,Robert 0
Miller Courthouse Call
151 1915 after 5p m

Woroolomos•
Storey. Specs

2

and

• •

3

bedroom aor
Four bedroom 7 b,or
ar garage on I 4,
$300 rent 1300 den, •
Cal 474 90311
Three bedroom
near
y Lake waSr,e•
room

8

Owner
Or rent tOw 1901 Chew plop tru,
li
0
VI LAB 3(000 miles
barmen, 4 blocks to. blue metiSli,
auto
Court flOvie
single mat.:
PS
P B
AC
f .tyS bedroom 7 ey<eilent tondition S4
path or duple. 9 rooms
WO Cali 449 PIC

a, re

garage,
Owner

7r

fro./

irig

trees
751

4107.pr 416 8419
arryped need
here

iots or

53. Services Offered

00(11 1

room

in

this 4 bedroom home
!co, peer rI k rissey area
An

Older

with

P‘Orne

le, orating

mOdern

(j ft nq room . clan
•
np room Has large
losed .n front porch
hes, ot al; is priced Only

depov' required
1964 after $p flu

'11

appOinfrhenf

Two bedroom house 'in
De•ter • ',toy.* and re
frigeratir hirn shed

15) 4661

It Miscellaneous
Clearance Aisle through
Saturday 'I price items
Over stocks Don'emiss
these great buys Coast
10 Coast Hardware* 753
„
1604
For Sale American

Pordeas &

Uterine.-

losorance &
teal Istote
Solatliside Court Sq
Murray, Kentucky

753 4451

Fostoria. Call 7S3 411

small storage rooms
Adults only, no pets.

references

7534174

CARTER STUC:0
AiU

344

7)3

Co

Serial

Monism

ilialsU art 11111
Cs5101111 trill uOili
ItlerteCtS Cjll 10111 -11
Railer S.3
A

• •

I 19f•

gloss

rei•••.
El 1)
S t I.. • ;
L1,4,4*•,,,

Ills

(300 s Home Improve
. years building
"merit 11
•••perier.
ric:inodel
•io
A-044 .'07e'
ny
revs rs
yener
•,
ne fro, r!..
P
C

'• •

Aluminum - and
siding end

Vinyl

Aluminum

trim for ell houses It
stops painting.

.41501

lock Glover

that

DOUBLE D

A

CLEANING
SERVICE

another

753 11/

am!

ile.t ones
.10 me

w.ii be A%
Piea.se heii;

me

Call

21 Loretta lobS
751 1492 so
dont rya,<.e to go thr0„ ,;•
Mil. winter alone
Century

Realtors

RI AL Tr
783 1171 for Ali details
heti r oom with gas
-e.it big lot needs

*ill

•e0air

,

We do any type
of cleaning.

,1
:9 IS or •

S71;

heap

10th

406

•

WELL
DRILLING

1469

ROSTER &

Boyers hew 11.wywfkor•
1•111ablip yvc• Sri• 11100
1911 C•44wirter lied
lawniy, Resnick y 47011
11521 153 01116
Arryttami

/OIL etw000r
Uitikasod & kikawl
Duple. .one Ste has
bedrooms 1 bath one
side 2 bedrooms 1 bath
Rents for Sin month
arge patio Storage
DU,1021 ,1*4
some op
plianc es
+tided Low

@venial

phossos.

Amos*QM _
Una IWO

WELLS DRILLING

2)25
Mer, riles

901 364 3476

ontl•t.on
S5
'51 3062 or 7510469

1 ido C ad WA, good
ondition Call 759 111911
we. Sam
'Pi Opal Manta Luxus
sharp- Cod 474
very
2)25
tit/t vw Station wagon
motor inferior e•terior
099.041 peon,
e•(
same body %Coe of 1900'1000 miles PSI 49%) or 'SY 4001
19/1 4 dr Audi 100 L1
-PS PB ,.air AM F M
bud, ,0 (13 21 MPG
• .1%) ssiseor 1s) 469

105'Camaro maroon
pioneer

OlOr

stereo

nor Call 49 2114

.
1971 Curless Supreme
Slyer blue low mile
age fl.trl ilean w ith
II 436 2662
1979 Trans Am
gold..
ruiSe and tilt. f tops
Oower windQveS power
steering and brakes
cjood

da ne

Need a second apt

(.

Build op or
Residential. Locel
references. Call H.'S

WEST
KY. WOOD

OotIond, 759 171$ or

Mae

753-I07'.
0,1

The Wood

!

viul7,t1llij

p.o.rdify
Aril...fill i
!SI
C.111
ro.tlf."14

Professional

s25°°11lick

I sharpen hard

A

Customized Orders

'

NAV"
.10 '

Ms

/1 4

.30es 1511935t,

•

Delivered and
Stacked
All Hardwood

753-8163
9.5 Doily
After 6:30
753.1186

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

20 peers experience
Steroid

Out

floors

seecielity
11001-A0
FLOOR CO
354 6121

4

DR. H.C. DENHAM
has moved his office from Bel Air
Center directly across the street to
the building formerly occupied by
the Mexican Restaurant.

Grand Prix.

Frontly

Aim
Asia blunt

needs
ensed
'53 .
1n92 or 753 9677

• ,
,

tires

Can 492 lass
-1901 Toyota Carrolla
SR S. Sport Coupei. AM
FM air deep blue Cali
75) 1116 114.700
1912 Pontiac Phoens.
has cruise; tilt. Sleerin0
AM FM Stereo
air
ta 995 437 4101

1976

and

ill

f011 SALE

lens Insiera
.
'I"

'•

i-PIt
, • elf,

maroon

miles

91 vou

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

.t

automatic
uth 12th at Sycamor

MC CAL PIN

*Or 14

04

'•••
Ono.cow fir Coati!

water lines and
water systems

(or,

146V09 ,1

.• lent

We soocialit• in never
stool

S. Used Cars

Realty

associates

,

rest plastic wells. In

'19 4620

Strout

Two bedroom apt Call/53 970/ after ep m

sC
4
oIhl t
7531200

Vivar
i
o

Shop the
best buys
-, in town

• ••;, .1

Nerd

end•

tion of Ironies

Ar

‘100.0

Appoiotamooto mode
for year cosevessioace.
Fell time silos

One bedroom, living
room
kitchen. two

Get 3 ;Wort- for
(hristoses' We still
urge selec

kOt'Pikt/D

TELEPHONE 753-183.1

One bedroom efficienc y
apt
partial utilities
pain giris protected. no

Mr I'

Phone Pl) 7203

are of them

de. 4..01e the men
put rnie Item,'
ver beS!
• ••

plirati an't
for
Pl"tume
wing
M.1 tad's t'h011e

43 Real Estate

apt

136 7144

triien good

••

rs

32. Aph. For Rent

One bedroom, near
downtown Murray IS)
1109
162 6650 or

600D FAMILY ; •
!licit Ty family *ar
the winter and oaf -in
tne Sornmet

es'

783 Sill
Li( ensei. ••

Tapper) Ca11 753 $341 or
354 6956 f ari Lovett

At,
Ir i C.14 T _
THI
• tuf P11.141 'ism
AKC 'registered Chinese •
attin• t.re 2 ned
Pug •Pubtry
$ 1/1horn,. 001,
frx1ril nr , ,T1
'131
11"0111
•sa,
•
heat arc!
r'uunl PUOU•es
den
aril wooilburii
436 26)&ittter Sc,
tied
w e i,,eyer, tirepi iv , r
•L aprevilcoi
o p Par,, ijar age and Wooden
AKC
bai yard deck A pretty
006

23. Exterminating

appointment

PLEASE BUY MU'
NEDAt4O'44l

Free

31 Pets-Supplies -

753-4751

Furnished two pooroom
no pets or children,
deposit and lease re
quired 1604 Miller Call
7535191 or /53 9972 for

',ore information

wo bertrbOrn ^nose roofa and
4tIth O. ated 405.
Itoc depos.r SIP..). per nome
month Call /51 5094 for *Orr. ,1

5,50s KOF'Pf RUD
14FAL TY rsi I;„

For Root

for

Malone

me"
from groom'

e-sider"
mer,

sery ,• e
Washer' dryers
freezer
refiristeratOr
and
eta.< Ir.. heal
All
mi,rowave
servi,ed 759 1122
Appliani e repair ,•••,,O,
.511 brands '..oe(,ati,re ri

entral Pleat and air
7
,•-• les Southwest of
SA,urrar Avaalatala- -41

F eb 1 Call 753 1374

and

Harmon

(ornolete

Applian•

.• rent or sale with
•;,,t ,on to buy - 4 years 3
r'elrOoms home with

I

and <fryer

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
/62-4192
435-4348

shift with a camper
topper Call 753 11109
19110 Subaru Brat 4
wheel drive
30 MPG
40 000 m les 54 100
437 Id?

Apt%

ZimmeeMan

17.52
1
condition

For sale or trade- large
bedroom 3 bath 2 car $.Mobile Home Rentals
garage home 2 years
as neat
will trade for -101440.,Nattir a
Old

Wonted: Responsible
party to Mks over lovo
mootbly payments on
spine piano. Can he
moo locally. Write
Credit Morsagor: P.O.
Ms 537 Samaras,
IN 46176

ilie y
Mrra
Ledger.
& Times

solo

hookup central air and
heat

no pets
Block and white smaller house in City Of furnished
Phone 7S3 3119S
male kitten in Poplar .country with acreage
and 13th area Colt -For More infairmafron -11/776TraiIr 11•65 liv
159 9917.
iinij roam etlension.3
call 7538124
bedroom I ompietelv
U.
Want
to Buy
furnished, ail ell.< tr.(
I. KelpWanted
„
fenced in backyard
A small retail - business
•
silo -per iwoose.-Artist's models. itis 753
,
recoore
9751
perience and artistic
_ . first and la5t Month
Raw
furs
raccoon
red rent $100 tit...psi-no de
sensitivity preferred
Work will be assigned .fox, pray fox, muskrat
posit Located 2 blOcks
mink,
coyote,
opossum. eaSt from Dee s 84nit in
according to need for
Owen* Mc
model i---1-cso----SO4••-mli--.beaver
Hazel Cali sio 8264
(teflon. P
flov
Semester 1913 Contact
'
Pulaski,
Ill 67976, A two bed r00rn new!,
Dept of Art. Murray
furniShed
1had
S ate--iktroverifrit y 762 PflOne 611 342-6316
Oaks. 75) S709
3714 E0ErMF
15. Articles for Sale
Furnished 11.65 I bed
Galaxy Cablevision.
room trailer $top per
a
Inc.
Multiple System Office to•rniture month, Ott 9/ F-i15' Hrrr
cabte television opera
couches chairs Oncl 409.
2194
for is looking for a fables Call 753 7531
O -0ro-r_o_plin:
rattift-WW-Y/ft
traitor near Murray- no
.a managementolaevel WROITlifUrniShingS
•
pets Call 497611 .
POsition in this' area
For sale. mirror rock
Send complete resume kinig;chair
sale 2 bedroom
Or
•( r;e
aensto
by e chest
partly furnished owner
hen first letter to
ntable
finance. by E ast Schetol
Galaxy Cablevision, chairs 753 1146
Can
Inc 427 North*Main
_ 753 540$
Three 2.6 mirrors
Two bedroom furnished
$1500 ea( O. Call Days
mobile home w.th (en
Individual with own • 25) 2844
1)6
tral air and heal $7'
Stritate
nS
sipor
bn'tM
at°
Io6
niNtIO . Care 7431
hOf two small children
Security deposit 51',
per month rent No pet\
in my hone Throughout' 19. Farm Equipment •
Call 7301.10000
the wet*, • -irlitaf hOyle
_
•
work.' good•'salary 753 Now is the season to Two bedroom trailer'
prepare that a p & close to Urvverlity on
3497
LPN worried tfillview industrial Unit for the private lot water fur
F or fished SII0 a month
Nursing Home. coming spring
Dresden. Tenn Good frOnt to back overhaul plus deposit PS) 4661
Salary and benefits Call 436 2361 Try us for
Call for appointment the best burs in 79. Heating-Cooling
under(ar r'apes
901 3413106
er0Sene heaters.
Taking applications for 20. Sports Equipment
have wii Iser *irks
lern Sts and West side
automatii rip over
of Murray to fill open 1971 Westinghouse Goit off 5* Ii h
battery
Avon territories /53 Cart and shed at Oaks ignation UL approved
Country
Club
Call
753
02320r 1530171
•
6100 BTU 99i9 9300
1114
BTU. 119 99 and up
Wanted lady to live in
12000 BTU 1399v 20000
with elderly lady, room
71. Musical
BT.Au
179 99 Waiiin
board and salary Call
.
,
Hardware Par
753 1975 after Sp m
References..( hanged

no need to dig
deep for these buys

ha0 Shots and wormed
150 each 7$3 1301 after

33. Rooms for Rent
Want live in babysitter, SE A SO 14 E
,'ee
re
J raelent
temaie college student FIREWOOD C,
$21 5)0
Morgan
John friger,itor r ball pr v
preferred must have Own Boyer. 7530334
ate
entran. e washers In'.,,than and Gun
transportation Call 49
oe.i.ror
753 4000 or
and dryerS avaitahie
7391
27. Mobile Home Sales
484 nee

Found

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY

53. Services Offered

50 Used Trucks

t*o bedroom Min•ture Da, r•Snund 1972 Ford v 1 long
townhouse opts Carpet' yuppies I weeks old wheel base straight

'Cartridges We
spec •.1 DU.% On
poou•ar games
Racers 521 9v

611 11111IS
Ihre it so wimp*
nous sof smart *
Firewood .•le vered
'WAIN N norms
and stacked WS per
ee SIM Swims* dam
NO. EXPERIENCE •rick4
1 9 2 2 3 1 or
REQUIRED for this
Is es m St IMO ar high
343 7519
income ciPPOr1V"
, Mewl eta al raw
ity troth national oil Firewood tor sale
r
k
brIle Maass A INV company in' Murray Se•tOnVd I
of deitsvered 7$v 1182
N ow wears aria Regardless
write M S
hods al rotwron le Se experience
Hest bulbs 2542 watts
Read Bo• 696 Dayton
'nolo red 11 19
Isol flows prams sal Ohio 45101
Wallin H sr dware
worms* ol swop*, 1 •
Paris _
I.
Situation
Wanted
Sri
woe Was
r•
Oregon
‘aws
gawp INV lor Ws worts ReSPOnible mother chains 3 9- 1-n pit( n
wants to babysit ,n her For 16 ince
To lame Met home S minutes East inch bar
maw xi Sets _759 1692
Hardware,
Also

I.Pets Supplies

^

to 4

- poleaxes al

NOTICE

-

PIEMNIP•04111,
04111M11111.041.1=641.491111.4 1,4111=104

7531222

14111011

MI

afectricSale. Rens
ty. Rims
boors before
needs recharging. Rens 35
m.p.h. Good condition.
Per

11753-4092

Quality home in excellent location 4
bedrotorns, 2'1
baths, over 2700 sq
ft.. low utility bills.
wooden deck and
patio plus a fenced
backyard' located
on quiet residential
street and coffered
at $113,100 KOPPERIM REALTY

FLORIDA WINTER TOUR
January 19-26, 1983
See the new Epcot Center, Disney Land, Bash Gardens,
Cypress Garden, tour Tampa Bay, Clearwater plus one
meal. Tour also includes free baggage handling, 1
nights lodging, round trip bus fare $365.00 each. For
more information call 521-1151.
•••••

IS. FarmsterSole
it Acre 'free wtftt two

barns, pond, and
several Inanity' build
ing sags only 3 miles
from city limits with

f r•trit a o• .on two
blaCktop room. Phan,

fr.OPPERuD
V 701713

REALTY

Twin Lake Tours
Thelma buy Director

ter

.o.

TIME.11 eileiroday. JAmesary
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ACES*
BOOBY WOLF F •

fin

observations

hy iochie host

A check-list on age and prescription for living in 1983

"Goverments are rote
familiar with the promsod
lending inaccurate mesas
es to each other
David
pean Rusk
This is a seams for tak- Your back gpes out
The !Mk grerheired
limitstioe and goes einem t Learn to live
Waysleast more
You Mew. we like you
1)eciarer has to deal with ing inventories and mak- more than you do.
person thet heaped you
right ahead mad flies and with one's self The better thus the other docout
of
We
four sure losers sa the play ing plans. In a recent sup- You burn whoa a for- acmes the street eras
At a Itia•tocky easkai a little bonny greatest art is dint of get- tors" The doctor smiled
of today's challenging game per party, the folloiiing
tune teller offers to read your maw.
Cohreation I every al.I U one's Ide ting along with your and asked why "Because
How does he keep the oppo- list of ways one can chock
You have too much ineide mhos from the Is Med with manories fellow assoCiates 5. you're mod
your face.
like one of
nents from finding thew an his age,/as read widi Your pacemaker room in the home; aut
=:Men you get a 'anon- ow" S. Ride a hobby to
tricks' Ow of thaw inaccu- interest. It iitne by the mhos the garage door aweigh room in the kmaieriest apsolier. Dr imised ofantid1
Make lemons& of it S. avoid being tired_ HI.
Nem= Bawl& Ilb rides is grandee sid.
rate messages might well way of Mrs. Vernon Hake apse when you me a medicine closet
Mr satin mare from life Let kim who ha sorrow Watch perfectionism It's Make time for friaids.
provide the answer
who got it from Mrs. HMI cut*.
You sisk your both is a hicluded the following: 1. in his Meet, wipe the deagereus. 7. Laugh-Its Put yourself n the other's
Dummy wins the spade CritilibIlld and from there Your exercise comes sleek_ Theystay there..
Mahe the mot of whet tears away and rejoice as the best medicine. A Mew and be understanlead and a trump finesse we know not the author. trim acting as
you're
notice
sitYou
you've
got Example-The he faces the day with psychiatrist was walking ding. Give your flowers to
loses to West's king West
How to know '
and attending=
e
arl ting in the church pew bueoldebee ain't fly, ae- hope. 3. Continually set threugh the halls of a -the living instead
of to
knows he should switch to a
you're greiiing old:
your contempories who formerly owed by old curdles to theory. But die gain-ft is the striving to meetal hospital when a them who
can't smell
minor suit. but which one Everything Note and exercised
fob.
hunildebee dowel know Maio that makes hap- patient greeted him, them.
should be lead' It be leads a what doesn't hurt,doesn't
low diamond, the game goes work.
down ii he leads a club. The gleam in your eyes
***********************g*****
declarer will make the Is from the sun hitting
game An even money your bifocais.
chance'
You feel like the night
Declarer has his chance before and you haven't
to affect West's decision been anywhere.
Channin
Afler winning the first
Your little black book
pa de dummy's second contains only names enspade is cashed. declarer ding with MD.
discarding a club Now
Your children begin to
v. hen West wins his trump look middle age
4 Rol Pkg,
King
might lead a club
You reach the top of the
hecaune of declarers cagey ladder and find it keening.
liscard If so declarer wins.
You join a health club
4r:aws trumps and. cashes and don't attend
.•
his second high club A
You begin to outlive en"Low Owerierstl Meow Low PricesSere 80'
tiunip to dummy allows a thusiasm.
Rif*
Itoserre
The
We
diamond
discard
on
proYou decide to
WM 510.00 Ariditiorad Parcle;rei
dummy s club king and crastinate, but never `get
To Lisa* Qamortitios
Toisocco Dairy Prodocts
Ezclasafiste
when the suit splits eveply, around to it.
Hours: 7 AM-8 PM
SI•enal 2Z5M22M1310'
aa
Drawer
or
Another diamond goes on
You're still chasing the
I 1 tin i‘
fourth club One opposite ses, but can't
was to steal four hearts
i1757Sunflower
remember why .
We Glodly Accept
Sh-ould West know that be
conYour
should lead a diamond' tracts that your body
East can help if he sends a can't meet
Food Stomps
tear message. of his own on 'A dripping faucet
tr:c plas of dummy's spades causes an uncontrollable
Mao or Self Rashly
Me first spade. East
5 Lb. log
bladder urge.
,houlil drop has 10,and on
You know all the
spade, he plays answers, bid nobody asks
!hi. right High cards played
unnecessarily must mean you questions.
You look forward to a
- something and West should
evening.
dull
decipher that East is signalYou walk, head held
8Sorre 31'
ing suit preferruCe, asking
for diamonds instead of high trying to get used to
16 Oz
bifocals.
lubs
Your favorite part of
8&or&
*.ecinitt
Pies Mottles
S A
k _
the newspaper is "Look_
Cootie
or Deposst
44
ing Back"
Kroft Moconeed &
UM-i's*iestsee
You turn out the lights
for oronanue rather than
It.716 oa.
oa
V.
rorruudic reasons.
;4
Sootiest Cortove
You sit in a rocker but
Mowry lock
•4:
Save 60'
can't get it going
K 3
iloIt 0,4'00
Save 20'12..
O
Sore 17`5 Comm
Your knees buckle but,
•J
won't.
your
belt
s444 TH
Save 41'
Kroft Asooricora t3srpose
You'regret the
•3
Save 20'6 oz.
A 1 6
'mistakes of resisting
•J
temptations.
Libby's Canned Good
2LA.
'
You're 17 around thee *
ulnerable East West neck, 48 around the
Special
Listorosio• Mouthwash S
1)ralef South The bidding
Double Q Pisak
waist and 96 around the
Match
Mix
or
Kest
golf course.
... 18oz.
Tea Co.
IV
'ass
Cream Style Cont, Whole Kernel
!haling a long distance
4V
(i
call wears you out.
Flow-O-Rich L416st 1%
Opening lead Spade queen
Corn, Sweet Peas, Cut &OCR SP600•0414
the
startled
You're
at
2
29
18oz. $
Sore 38'
Rid with The Am
Beans, French Style Green Boons
first time you're called
south holds 1 5 ft
Aod Get FREE Cooditi000r 18 as.
"Old-Tlnier."
kmit Strawberry
You remember today
Sere 40• 18 oz.
$1 29
Dare Ligisid
that yesterday was your
Sows 20'22as.
303Shia
wedding avernary.
You just can't stand
people who are intolerant
Hyde Pork Pure
'The best part of the day
is over when the alarm
Campbells
ANSWER:Two no trump clock rings
Three diamonds is an alter
You burn the midnight
Chit:Ikon Noodle O's
Lynn Grove Grade A.
native but if North raises a oil at 9 pin.
no frump game IS no longer
possible
Col. Juan Perm staged
SOUP
• coup in Buenos Aires._
becoming the absolute
••••Isipe dictator at Argentina in
190

Tissue

SUPER MARKET

t

mind 111111LeS

Flour.

',he %el rind

Pepsi Colo
Diet Pepsi
Mt. Dew

•A 10 1
••l10k A7 . 4F.AVT
•10 It
•4
• Sta
•A Q 7
%soil) 1 1,91 I'4.4wth
I •1,1

ii

9

$139

2/19'
69,

Cheese.se,.
Cheese

•',

Coca-Cola, Tab
or Sprite

Sausage .

2P109:

r

3/$7;
89c

Biscuits ..

Singles

98'

$200

Gargle

Salmon

illVt

Milk •pet

9'
9

Shampoo

2/79`

Preserves

‘ortk
7.•

Orange
Juice
1 19

i1211U
gr gorstmoso
laTomasThe 71Ann,61if
/with')) tNosobfrif441911mord
Datias
1.t rrylv rlainpo.1

now retailing for about 99
cents. The 6 PACK, with
39 sticks, retails for
around 69 cents, but
prices vary greatly.
"Of coarse, retail
micas will rim an dime
units, but how much will
be up to the wholesalers
and retailers working out
their margins." Brooks
said
AB otherikigley chewing gum prices rands
unchonged. including the
single seven-stick
that retails for
about
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FROZEN FOODS
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Juice
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Ag7s ik Carrots
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ish Sticks
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U.S.D.A. Choke Boogies: Chuck
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I.711Lb.
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noci$ Beef
U71 1!.

Few*Pea
.11h. Oraliam
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/49

awe&

Roast

i

hes&

Lam saw.&a
Stew
$789
I LA.

Ground
Chuck
$159

U.S.D.A. Choke Boneless •••••••••

Arm Roost 'item $1 5a
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Wrigley gum increases costs
CHICAGO I AP), The
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. has
raised the wholesale
price of its multipaciage
chewing gum units by up
to II percent, the first
price adjustment in
ahnost five years, the
co44arz
elaareid Tuesday
for
;
PACK and 11%
11c
units
increased about 7 cents
and 13 cents, respectively. This represents rises
of 14 percent and IS percent. said Claude Brooks,
the mammy'ssecretary.
He said 10 PAX, which
ha 50 sticks of gum, is

$125j

Detergent
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Grapefruit

3.$1"
Bologna or
Bologna or
SOUST Winners Brounschweiger
c
5/$1°° $14
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$1 39
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1 Save on eventSheet,towel,.comforter. I
Sale 7.49mnsh..,

Full
* 1k neg. 9.11111. Innocent:* from days past our colorful floral Queen

percales Smooth poly'cotton trimmed in ensp cotton lace
Matching corntorter is Med we plump. warm Astroltit•
polyester Fiat and fItted shoats are the same price
We edam eneethre through J•nusty n.

fte(j Sale
,2c)9 974
I99 14.99

* IC. Twin comforter
Full comforter
Queen comforter

$60 49.00
$75 59.25

$90 117.50
Pillow sham
$2S. 111.75
Twin bedeltirt
$25 2000.
• ID. Matching lace Inchrnad
priscilies.96014
$eo
Or.

Sale 2.99

ave 10% to 30% on Sale 3.99twin

r

bedding essentials.
nd rest with the best.

* 2A. Reg. 5.99. Garlands of
inultilone garden flowers entwine
on poly cotton percale Flat and
fitted sheets are the same price
Reg
Sale
799 5.99
Full
14 99 11.99
Queen
* 28. Pillowcases by the parr
'Reg
Saie
5 99 4.99
Standard
Queen
699. 5.99

twin
20. Reg. 4.99. Petite multicolor
posies sprinkle prettily all over
poly cotton muslin Flat and fitted
sheets are the same poce
Reg
Sale
Full
699 4.99
12 99 999
Queen
2E. Pillowcases, by the pair
Sale
Reg
4.99 3.99
Standard
599 4.99
Queen

Sale 10.99awn Sale 23.99twin

* 2C. Reg. $16. Our thermal knit
acryhc blanket is cozy warm.
comfortably lightweight In soft
solids, bound in nylon to match
Sale
Reg
$19 14.99
Full
Queen
$23 17.99

-

VS)

* 2f. Reg. $30. Thrifty electric
blanket of acryllopoly in solid
colors is machine washable
Reg
Sale
Full. sr4gle control
$40 33.99
Full, dual Control
$SO 41.99
Queen,
$60 49.99
dual control

Sale 8.39twin

2G. Reg. 11.99. Fitted mattress
pad of poly cotton with poly
Astralill•
Sale
Reg
15 99 13.59
Full
20 99 17.99
Queen

Sale 3.49

standard
2H. Reg. 4.99. Plump bedpillow
with cloud-light Astrofill• poly fill
has cotton ticking cover
Queen size. Reg 799 Sale 6.79

* Also available, at sal* prices,
from the JCPenney Catalog, our
other great way to shop!Some
in ackatIonal Wass asid/or colors
Sale pr1cee effective through
Jonufary n.

Sale 23.20
* 3A. Reg. $29. Shantung
weave polyester shower curtain
Classic elegance in lovely solids
with fringe trim coordinated liner

Sale 3.99

* 38. Reg.8.50. Plush-touch
bath mat of DuPont nylon pile
with non-skid latex back 21x24
contour, or 24x36 oblong
Matching lid cover
Reg $4 Sal* 3.W

practical luxury of the big
JCPenney towel 25x50 of
thirsty thick cotton poly terry In a
bevy of beauty bath colors Most
colors are available at most large
JCPenney stores All colors
available from the JCPenney
Catalog
Reg Sala
Hand towel
5 00 4.50
Washcloth
220 1.98

Sale 7.50 to 21.75

Sale 2.99 bath

* 3C. Wicker-look bath accents
of easy-clean Text+lone Cane'
fiber
Reg
Sa10
Bench style
hamper
$29 21.75
Wastebasket
SIt
8.25
Tissue box
Oval scale
$19 14.25

* 3E. Rag. $5. You II fancy Our
fringed towel bordered with a rich
floral jacquard design It s thirsty
terry on one side, softly sheared
on the other Poly cotton in
solid colors
Rog
Sala
Hand towel
3 50 2.49
Washcloth
200 1.29

bath
yt)t,r
3F. Reg. $5.
with a shower of flowers
tone garlands fresh trOrll fbt:
garden Entwined on plusr
sheared velour of cottori
polyester
Hand towel
Wastir ioth

* 3G. Rag. 3.99. Midas
towel so thrifty and thirsty
Marvelously absorbent a;l
terry in soft solid colors piped
-with golden-tonf- 1.11 y
frlf•Lt•'t;
Iti.g
Sale
Hand towel
."/9 2 49
Washcloth
1 99
1 29
Sate prices effective through
January 72

Bathing beauties:
save on all towels.
Start with2 off
the JCPenney
towel.

We ve done some smart tigunng to save
you 25% on every bra in stock, From
sheer little barely-there bras to minimizer
undenvtres and tull-tigure styles
Whatever your style its on sale'
A. Crossover tncot bra,
Reg 650 Sob 4.88
B. European lace undenvire bra,
Reg $6 Side 4.50

Here's a pantihose sale that takes the
legwork out of shopping 25% otf every
pair irrstock Everything from Sheer
Toes to light support styles Proportioned
and queen sizes
C. Control top pantihose.
Reg 2 75 Sale 2.06
D. Sheerest support pantihose
Reg 3 25 Sale 2.43

Briefs. hipsters, bikinis You can never
have too many. especially at 25% ott
Tailored or lavished with lace Classic
pastels or sizzling bnghts Most with
cotton shield for added-comfort So come
in and c011ect adrawedul and save 25%
E. Sani-Terry* brief. Reg 225 Sale 1.611
F. Nylon satin bikini. Reg 1 89 Sale 1.42
G. Sani-Terry* bikini, Reg 210 Selo 1.58

All our foundations are on sale Savo 25%
On your favorite Apse from panty (Jodie%
to light support briefs
Fl!-Soft Skin- beef. Reg 450 Sale 338
J. Tummy control brief. Rog Si Sale 5 25
Save 25% on all our slips Styles from
tailored to fancy in proportioned and clip
to-fit lengths White. nude and colors
K.-Half slip. Reg 750 Sale 5.83

Private pleasures Au
,
,
coordinate%
welly
Bras and pants.... "•••'.
• .!.. 4I-o 110.1.1
and lavished A
Sale 431
• Fte()
L. Nice n Sp ,
skit bra
tf
M. Nice 11
fie() 7 Pr Sale 581
4,14 .") Sale 3 19
N NICO fl Sp. ,
Sale prig.).'Mooches Waugh January

I $5 off dress shirts and I
I heavyweight flannels. I

Sale 12.99

511. Orig. $11. Our stock up sale on men s
dress shrrts Lots of wardrobe-worthy
aildshons in neat broadcloth. classic oxford
and more Some with button-down collars
In traditional white plus the seasons best
ir,ch and stripes

Sale 12.99
68. Orig. $16. Quilt lined plaid shirt can
be worn as a light jacket. too Cotton poly
flannel with taffeta lining quitted to
polyester till,

Sale 10.99

SC. Ong. $16. More warm wear Bag Mac•
yam dyed plaid shrrl of heavyweight,
otton flannel Two bias pockets long

?L,C

ii tails

•••

Sa11114.99

Sale 14.99

7A. Orig
. Our casual V-neck with
classic facquard patterns Acrylic in los or
fashion colors S M.l XL

,It this V

Sale 13.99

Sale 19.99

7C. Orig. $26. Na love the ..t.p.r.r
neck pulkiver Orton • Ai
SOft tone colors

•,1 ,0
'fort•

I His favorite sweaters
I
I and slacks. $7 to $11 off. I

70. Orig. $27. Traditional tlannei stacks
are a wardrobe basic These keep their
neat good looks thanks to the polyester
acryhc rayon blend With button through
back pocket belt

78. Orig. $21. Our popular Comfort
slacks Textunted Dacron polyester with
stretch waistband for easy movement
Front and back pockets:in handsome
solids

Ea*
'

...•••••••

-••••••••••-..•

7(81

Sale 4.79

twin sheets
Reg 7 99 Perc.ui.
slow comlorters plumped with
y(+slur bedskirls and more all
's r olorful solids
Reg Sale
*AA Eirxistkrets flat or tided
I.
999 6.99
15 99 12.79
* 88. l'iilowcases by the pair
7 99 6.39
Okieen cases
8 99 7 99
* 8C Reversible comforter
T
$40 $32
F uti
$50 $40
Queen
$60 148
fr AD Fluffier) bedskirt (no' shown
TWin
$25 $20
uit
$30 $24
Queen
$35 $28
la* sham
$20 $16
8E. Coveted muds
bedspread (not shown)
T win
$40 $32
Full
$50 $40
Queen
$OO 148

It's January White Sale. Save on every
sheet, comforter, every towel in stock!

I
I

Rog Salo
* Sr. Soled col& bedpiliows
$10 7.00
Siandatd
Queen
$13-10.99
* 60. Veliux• blankets
Twin
$22 15 99
F utt
$27 21.99
Queen
$35 28.99
* Also avertable! el
sate prices, troth the
XPertrwry Catsiog
All in ocklMonal Wee end colors
Sete prices elhocave through January Z2

Z:ph

i

JCPenney

Although are try to Nock Our MOM with enough merchsndwe to meet'spaded demand ociplasonaily supplies may be eitheuesed II the occurs or it
°War'nifachandie• not naralsof Pie di•Ode* Nock in miry cases rsu may order It through ow Caislog Pf merchandwe is ordered swough the
Catalog you will receive II at the sale pnce plus•kw hending and shipping charge

EVENT STARTS WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 5,1983

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Shop Sunday 1:00to 5:00pm _
Monday thru Saturday 10:00am to 9:00pm
.4

Advertising Supplement to MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES and MURRAY LEDGER_
& TIMES SHOPPING GUIDE, Wednesday, January 5, 1983
SOY

